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TORONTO, FEBRUARY 1, 1890.

Editorial Notes.

ONE of the wisest gifts for educational pur-
poses of which we have heard in a long time,
was that recently made by a Mr. George, of Chi-
cago, who has deeded a valuable farm of three
hundred acres, near the city, to the Illinois
Industrial Training School for boys. If hun-
dreds of the waifs could be taken from the
streets and slums of our cities and trained to
become practical farmers, both the lads and the
country would receive a blessing.

THOSE of our readers who may have occasion
to send to the city for books or supplies, will do
well to read carefully our advertising columns.
Among others we may particularly mention
Messrs. Vannevar & Co., whose advertisement
is renewed in this issue. We have had in the
past, as we doubt not many of our readers have
had, personal experience of the promptness,
care and fidelity with which this firm attends to
business, and feel sure that those who may

No. 18.

points it suggests, but find that our space limits
will not permit in this issue. The fees of
this Institute have not only been materially
lowered to outsiders, but the whole course, with
the exception of Classics, Modern Languages
and Science, bas been made free to children of
ail residents, while the charge for the excep-
tional subjects to such pupils is but $i per
teaching month. This is a move in the right
direction, and is worthy of imitation in other
High Schools and Collegiate Institutes.

ONE fact incidentally brought out in the
Report of the Kingston Collegiate Institute has
surprised us not a little, and will surprise those oI
our readers to whom it may be new. It is that
the authorities of Queen's Universi:y have
established a preparatory department in Class-
ics. One of our correspondents elsewhere hits
hard at Queen's for making this arrangement.
We recognize fully the right of that or any other
voluntary institution to make an, .arrangement
it thinks best adapted to promote the cause for

factorilywhich it exists. At the same time we cannot
factrilyfihed a modrat pries.refrain from expressing our regret that such an

By a recent Order-in-Council of the Govern- innovation sbould have been thought necessary,
ment of Ontario, Mr. J. George. Hodgins, as it will almost inevitably tend to injure the
LL.D., was appointed Historiographer and efficiency fot only of Kingston Collegiate Insti-
Librarian of the Education Department, and tute, but of ail Institutes and Higb Scbools in
Mr. Alexander Marling, LL.B., was appointed t Eas, o e er itin e te fom
Deputy-Minister. The peculiar fitness of each which Queens
appointment will be generally recognized. Dr. be sorry to accept the rather uncharitable
Hodgins' historical tastes and studies eminently explanation suggested by our correspondent,
qualify him for the duties of his new office, nor can we for a moment believe that the sec-
while bis almost life.long connection with the ondary sehools referred to are fot in a position
work of public education in Ontario gives him to do the work of preparatory classical training
an acquaintance with its history probably more more efficiently than it is likely to be done in
comprehensive and minute than that possessed any extemporized department of a University
by any other man. His recent work, "The whose proper spbere lies outside of and beyond
Ryerson Memorial Volume," which we should sucb elementary work. And yet, apart from
have noticed at length before, is, in itself, at the one or the other of these untenable alternatives,
same time a monument to the author's pains- we are unable b imagine any suffidient reason-
taking industry and a valuable historical record. to-be for Queen's new departure. Wbile we are
Mr. Marling's thorough familiarity with every- ready to advocate, as sbown in another column,
thing pertaining to the workings of the educa- any scheme wbich tends to afford a wider var-
tional system of the Province, as well as his iety in the kind and extent of the educational
executive ability and uniform courtesy, will courses set before the youtb of Ontario,we should
cause his appointment to be welcomed by ail regard the object in view as hindered, rather than
members of the profession and others having helped, by any lowering of the recognized stan-
business relations with the Education Depart- dards, or cbeapening of the establisbed degrees.

ment. We are the more, at a loss to understand thisment.
movement at Queen's, because of its obvious

THE Public Report of the trustees of the King- tendency to discount and discourage the scheme
stonCollegiateInstituteisadocumentofconsider- for uniform Leaving Examinations, whicb is jus
able interest to others as well as to the citizens now before thé public, and of whicb Principal
of Kingston, to whom it is addressed. We had Grant bas been supposed to be tbe foremost
intended i s deal a little more fully with some advocate. We hope for more light.
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THE prospects for the erection of a nei
building for Wycliffe College, in this city
seem to be good. The Evangelical Church
man says that two friends of the College hav
announced their intention to give $io,ooo eac
towards the building fund, on the condition tha
other $3o,ooo be subscribed. There ought t
be little difficulty in securing the fulfilment o
such a condition.

THE Secretary of the newly formed Scienc
Association requests us to point out how desir
able it is that all the Science teachers in th
Province should become members, and thuý
give their influence and aid to promote the
cause of Science teaching in Ontario. We
cheerfully comply with the request, because we
believe the aim to be a good one, and have greai
faith in the power of associated effort. The
Modern Language Association is evidently
becoming a power, by reason of the energy and
enthusiasm of its promoters and members,
Why should not the Science teachers be equally
in earnest in their special department? The
names of those wishing to become members
may be sent to the President, Vice-President or
Secretary. (See Report in last issue.) The $i
subscriptilon fee should not be forgotten.

WE gave in our last issue, amongst other
examination papers, those on Hygiene and Tem-
perance, set at the East Middlesex and Kent
Promotion Examinations. It may be of inter-
est to teachers to learn that in the report accom-
panying the list of the 134 successful candidates
at the last Entrance Examination in East Mid-
dlesex, it was stated that a larger proportion
than usual succeeded. The explanation is,
that though " the papers were, on the average,
much more difficult than those set at the preced-
ing examination, several candidates were carried
over the minimum total required, 367 marks, by
the bonus out of a possible 8o allowed on the
new subject, Hygiene and Temperance, which
has been regularly taught in a majority of the
East Middlesex schools ever since it was made
an option on the programme of studies six or
seven years ago." Here is an inducement of a
very practical kind, in addition to those sup-
plied by considerations of physical and moral
profit, for taking up these subjects in all the
schools.

THE question of free text-books in the schools
is from time to time mooted in the city papers.
There is a good deal to be said in favor of the
view that free books should be supplied in the
same way as free tuition. As a matter of econ-
omy, a large saving might be effected in this way,
first in the original cost of the books, as they
could be had more cheaply in quantities ; second,
in that the books would be used until worn out,
instead of being laid aside as worthless as soon
as the owner bas passed into a higher grade.
Objections are not, however, wanting. There
is a healthful stimulus to the child in the pos-
session of a bran new text-book, which would be

v lost, to a large extent, were he only to be pr(
moted to use sorne soiled, dog-eared copy tbi
had already passed through several handé

e Many parents would object to this on othE
'i grounds, but, then, those to whoma the cost i
t trifle could still procure new books for their 0w
:children if they pleased. The plan is at least wort

f discussing, as the cost of text-books is quite
tax on many a poor man 's or woman's earningsý

COMPLAINT is being made in British Colum
bia that the Minister of Education is too nearl,
autocratic in the management of the Publii
schools. In that Province it appears that
"with the exception of a small contribution fron

eacb of the four cities possessing free Higl
schools, every dollar of the cost of the Publit
schools,of ail grades,comes direct from the publih
treasury." This fact, on the sound political

iprinciple that the Government must be held
responsible for the expenditure of the public
money, will, we suppose, justify the exercise oi
very large powers of management and control by
the Education Departmnent. But it is clearly an
undesirable state of things, and cannot, we should
suppose, be long continued in this democratic
country. The Ontario system, in which both
the money and the manag ement are supplied by
the localities interested, is much better. Even
here complaint is sometimes made of too much
regulation by the J)epartment, and the tend-
ency will probably be more and more towards
full local control. The educational influence
upon parents of a system wbich takes the duty
of educating their cbildren s0 largely out of their
hands, must be very bad. Parents need to be
made to feel more rather than less heavily the
pressure of parental responsibiîity in this matter.

THERE are few things more surprising in con-nection with the working of our educational
machinery than the seeming indifference of
parents to the character and management of the
schools, as shown by their lack of interest in the
election oftrustees. Vear after year the samestory
is told of school trustee elections,at which scarcely
a baker's dozen of electors take the trouble to
put in an appearance. And yet the efficiency 0f
the scbools is more completely in the hands of
the trustees than in those of any other persons,
or body. They select the teachers, and the char-
acter of the school depends more upon the kind of
teacher or teachers employed than upon anyother
or ail other conditions. Tbe indifference referred
to is inexplicable ftom almost every point of
view. Heads of families are usually on the
alert where the expenditure of their nîoney is
concerned, to see that they geL value for it.
Yet the school trustees of this Province expend
yearly more than three millions of the people's
money--money raised, too, mainly by direct
taxation. If parents were fully alive to tbe vital
importance of the office of trustee, in its relation
to the best interests of their children, tbe annual
school election would be considered first instead
of last in its dlaims upon their attention.

Educational Thougkl.Lt

AN ARAB SAYING.
a REM EMBER, three things corne not back;a The arrow sent upon its track-

n It will flot swerve, it will flot stay
h Its speed ; it flues to wound or slay.
a The spoken word so soon forgot

By thee ; but it has perisbed flot:-
In other heart's 'tis living still,
And doing work for good or ill.

And the lost opportunity,
y That cometh back no more to thee.

In vain thou weepest, in vain dost yearn,
Those three wilI nevermore retumn.
> The Century Bnic-a- Rrac.

FOR every purpose, whether for action or specu-
lation, 1 bold that quality Lo be the most valuable,

wihtis quite withinour own powerto acquire, andwihnature, unassisted, neyer yet gave to any man.
Imean a perfectly accurate habit of thougbt and

expression. Such is, as far as 1 can see, one of the
very rarest accomplishments.- Lord Staney.rIF we work upon marble iL will perish ; if we work
upon bronze time will efface it ; if we rear temples
they will crumble to the dust ; but if we work upon
immortal souls, if we imbue themn with rigbt prin-
c.iples of action, with just fear of wrong and love ofnigbt, we engrave on those tablets sometbing which
no time can obliterate, but which will grow brighter
and brighter to aIl eternity. -Daniel Websrter.

1 THINK that the influence of a good man and a
good woman, teaching ten or Lwelve children in a
class, is an influence in this world and the world tocorne which no man can measure and the responsi-
bility of which no man can calculate. It may raise
and bless the ipdividual. It maygive comfort in the
family-circle, for the blessing which the child receives
in the school it may take home to the family. Itmay check the barbarism even of the nation.__-John
Bright.

THE artist, excluded from the society of bis
fellows, becomes morose, indifferent and inactive.
The teacher wbo is isolated becomes a fossil ; he
needs contact, from Lime to ime, witb the great
army of progress. His ideas must be broadened
and elevated. Social intercourse, observation, comn-
parison, mental conflict-these are the conditions
of professional growth and professional usefulness.
Each teacher needs the experience of ail teachers.
--Se/e cied.

OH ! how bard it was to geL into shape, theïr (the
upils") hp and fit, the twists and corners oflocked ad ignorant minds. But it was gloriouswork. There was wonderful freshness in tb05e

schools (in the suburbs of Gloucester), a nlostexhilarating sense of life touching life, of freedoni
and reality, after the heaps of knowledge, wbich,
like sheaves of corn on a threatening day, bad had
to be loaded up, and carted in against Lime at
scbool and college. This wrestling witb mind waSa different worId from the knowledge world and itS
loading up. It was like landing on a new continent
for the first Lime, witb a glad liberty of space tO
explore, and reclaim; a glad liberty of gn oand
going on, anid going on exploring and mkn atb-
ways in unknown lands.-Thtng.

THE educational papers most helpful to teachers
are those publisbed by experieîîced educators anid
filled witb practical hints and suggestions for the
school rooif. It is flot learned disquisitions on the
phîlosophy of education that the young and inCXl
perienced teacher needs in bis arduous work. Niewaflts to acquaint bimself witb the metbods andappliances of the Most successful teachers, and
thereby gain wisdom and efficiency. It is inl thisway that the aspiring teacher is Lo obtain the key LOthe vast treasury of pedagogical knowledge wbichbas accumnuîated from the labors of the past. Thbeteacher who makes a diligent use of the meafl5 oimprovement witbin bis reacb wiIl be amply reP8I'd

in ý1n qulifedto discharge bis duties with crudt
th uself, with satisfaction to bis patrons and eithbonor to the profession.-B. W. Williams',*'

Texas Journal of Education.
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Special Papers.

*ADVANCED ENGLISH SCHOOLS IN
RURAL DISTRICTS.

BY J. H. SMITH, P. S. INSPECTOR, ANCASTER, ONT.

MR. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,-
To-day I can adopt almost the exact language
of St. Paul, and say that I am happy to be called
upon to discuss certain matters that pertain to the
welfare and happiness of the farming community,
because I know that you, Mr. President, are an
expert in all things that concern them, that will
add to their usefulness and increase their prosper-
ity, for from your youth up you have been inti-
mately associated with them, you know their wants,
and sympathize with their noblest aspirations. It
is therefore a more pleasant duty for me to intro-
duce this matter to the consideration of the mem-
bers of this Association than it would be under
different circumstances. The thoughts that I shall
present have been floating through my mind for
some time past, and though they may be some-
what crude in form, yet I trust there will be found
sufficient truth in them to merit some discussion. I
do not for one moment entertain the idea that I
shall say all that can be said favorable to the pro-
posed scheme, nor do I flatter myself that 1 am
capable of answering all objections that may be
raised to the details as now developed, for I am
fully persuaded that the principle underlying this
subject is sound, and merits our most thoughtful
consideration. Our educational work has been
rapidly developing of late years, and something of
this nature is required to round off and fill out
our otherwise admirable system.

The age in which we live, when compared with
those of former times, has not inaptly been called
the practical or utilitarian age. Old ideas and
old theories are respected, not for their age alone,
but for their inherent value. Everything is now
subjected to the keenest criticism, the most rigor-
ous scrutiny, as well as the most searching analy-
sis. Whatever fails to respond affirmatively to
these tests is cast aside as of little or no value,
while that which passes this ordeal successfully is
valued more for its worth in the every day affairs of
life than for any other specific quality. Theories, as
theones, are quietly falling into the rear in the
march of mind, while the van is being crowded
with common-sense thoughts and matter-of-fact
conclusions. The dust and cob-webs of centuries
are being brushed away rapidly, by the ruthlesshand
of practicalutility. In science, in art, in literature, in
education, in fact everywhere, things that are hoary
with age and venerable with years, fail to command
the respect once accorded to them. It seems as if
the decks are being cleared for action, and that we
are entering upon another and more important
phase of that great struggle, the struggle between
right and wrong, between intelligence and ignor-
ance. Apparently the command has been given to
close up the ranks and prepare for action. Even
among the most highly civilized nations, there are
great problems to be solved, problems of civil gov-
ernment, of the relation that capital and labor
should bear to each other, as well as those that
bear specially upon the renbvation of society in
many of its most important features.

And while I would not for one moment under-
estimate, or seek, in any way, to depreciate the value
of the other agencies engaged in up-building soci-
ety, and elevating the great masses of mankind, yet
I feel that in this work, as in the solution of the
great problem referred to, the schools of the future
are to play a very important part. The sphere of
their influence is steadily enlarging, but not to the
extent it should be, nor with the force they can and
shall command. Our present school system,
though practically less than half a century old, has
brought our own fair Province well to the front
among the nations, and has given us a world-wide
reputation. And now that the pulsations of a
nationallife are beginning to throb through the
arteries of our young country, the need of trained
and cultivated intellect, of high aspiration and
noble endeavor, must be apparent to every thought-
ful person. Nor should ? these advantages be

An address delivered before the Ontario Teachers' Associa-
tion at its twenty-ninth Annual Convention, at Niagara-on-the-
Lake, August, 1899.

limited to the few who may enter the learned pro- looked upon as the great recruiting ground of the
fessions ; they must permeate the whole of society, the professions and commerce. No one can look
for to quote the words of the late John Bright :into the early history of the leading men in co-
" Palaces, baronial castles, great halls, stately mercialprofessionalandpoliticallifewithoutfinding
mansions, do not make a nation ; the nation in that eîther they or their fathers were closely con-
every country dwells in the cottage." nected with farm lie.

And how are these things to be obtained ? and Now, if it be true, and, in our opinion, the evi-
in what way shall we reach the nation that dwells dence points strongly that.way, that many of our
in the cottage ? Elvidently the schools must best young men forsake the farm and seek advance-
become an important factor, for they can be so ment in one or other of the learned professions,
located as to reach the people, and become centres there must be somecause for it. 1f, therefore, we can
from which much good shall emanate, while the diagnose the case witb sufficient accuracy to deter-
teachers shall become trustworthy agents in this mine what some of these causes are, then we have
great and noble work. I have unbounded faith in made some progress toward a solution of this pro-
the work done in the school-room, and the utmost blem. There are two primary causes to which we
confidence in the integrity and unselfish devotion may fairly assign the bulk of the evil complained
of the teaching profession. One of the greatest of, These briefly stated are, (i) There is a desire
and most important interests of this country, the common to the majority of mankind to avoid man-
education of the young, is now confided to their ual labor, and secure what to thern seems to be a
care, and they are proving thernselves worthy of more genteel or respectable means of earning a
this great trust. Politicians will of necessity work livelihood ; and (2) The influence exerted by our
for party advantage, and in their anxiety to score a educational system aids in perpetuating this
party victory may even sacrifice some of the dear- view, by directing the mental activities nf our
est and most cherished interests of our country. young people along the line of the learned profes-

But no such temptation besets the pathway ofthe sions. These two causes are very closely connected,
teacher. Dealing, as he does, with the intellectual and seem to be inter-dependent the one upon the
and moral natures of those who are to shape the other.
future destinies of this land, he eschews the In regard to the flrst we will simply pass it by
schemes and devices of the political partisan, and as not bearing directly upon our educational work,
seeks to unfold, in aIl tbeir fulness and power, the and turn our attention more particularly to the sec-
hearts and intellects of those who are to be our ond. In considering this statement we are led to
successors in developing the resources ofour native enquire, Is it true ? and our answer is that the gen-
country. This is bis great work, and none but the eral trend of our educational work is directly in
noblest and best in the land should be entrusted the ine of the University, and ence toward the
witm it. learned professions.

If the trend of the times is toward the practical It. must be apparent to the most ordinary observer
and useful in our educational work, and m am that the great part of the work done in Ou
decidedly of that opinion, then I can see no reason High and Public school leads directly towards a
vhy a class of schools, specially adapted to meet professional career. The idea is rapidly spreading

the wants ofthe farming community, should not be that in these schools the best interests of a large
established througout our rural districts, but on number of our young people are, to a greater orless
the contrary there are strong reasons to be urged extent, sacrificed to conform to this oendency in
in favor of such a step. Our High Schools and our educationa work, and the time bas arrived
Collegiate Institutes, situated as they are usually when we should ask ourselves the question,
in some centre of population, do not meet the Whither are we drifting? This tendency wi be
wants of these people, either as to location or more clearly seen if we look somewhat carefuly at
course of study. These secondary schools, as a the various examinations candidates are required
tde, are so inconveniently situated as to render to pass, and the direction in which these are lead-
them almost valueless to the great majority of ing our young people. The lowest is that for
farmers, as places of intellectual culture for their admission into our High schools, and the course of
families. It is true that there are quite a number study in our Public schools is so arranged that
fro the rural districts who attend these schools, pupils of twelve or fourteen years of age, if reason-
but they are either the chiîdren of well-to-do farm- ably welî taught, have but little difficulty in pass-
ers, or of those who are prepared to sacrifice a great ing ths ordeal. Next in order cowes the literary
deal for the education of their farilies, and who examination for a public scbool teacher's certificate;
desire to fit their sons for one or another of the then folow the matriculation examinations in law,
learned professions. Looking at this matter fairîy medicine, divinity and arts. Now, it will be
fror whatever Point of view we ray select, there observed that these examinations are oiterary in
is only one conclusion at whic we can arrive, and their nature, and are based upon the somewhat
that is, l far as location is concerned, the present broad and comprehensve course ofstudy prescribed
system fails to meet the reasonable requirements for our High scbools. The combined influence of
of our agricultural population. the course of study and the associations surround-

The course of study is not such as to commend ing the student while attending school tead directly
itself as being well adapted to give the intellectual to eitber a professional or literary career in life.
culture necessary for those engaged in agricultura Recent changes bave paced the teachers examina-
pursuits. There is a strong belief in the minds of tions more directly on the ne of a University
not a few of the leaders of our educational thought, course than formerly, and now First-Class teachers
that ony certain subects of study sbould be used certificates are granted to students who reach a
as instruments in training and deveîoping the men- certain standing in the University course. In
tal faculties. But to me it seems more reasonable addition to these pureîy Iiterary scbools, there are
to suppose that true intellectual culture can be, and Normal and Model schools for training teachers,
is, best obtained by the sudy of those subjects and medical, theological and law schools for stu-
which naturaly belong to the line oflife which the dents desirous ofentering any of these professions.
student purposes following. This bas been recog- Should any further arguments be necessary to
nzed in the past, and is now, to a limited extent, prove the statements already made, we have only
acted upon in the preparation of the course of study to turn o the official records for their confirma.
for these secondary scbools, because in the curricu tion. From the last report issued by the Minister

rm there are now four optional courses open to of Education for 1887, we Iearn that there were
the student-a classical, a mode language, a sci- 15,344 pupils enroled i the Provincial High
ence and a commercial course. It does not require schools. 0f these, 1,1oo were preparing for
very keen discernment to see that these options fur. matriculation into one or other of our Uni-
nish valuable information and useful knowledge to versities, 723 for the leaned professions, and
the student in preparing him for bis tife work, and 5,777 for teachers' non-professional certificates
that they are selected for tbeir utility. making a total Of 7,600, or nearly 50 per cent, of

The principle of utiity bas been acceded to by the total enrolment. Against uais we bave 1,733
our educational authorities, but only to a limited who are taking p the commercial course, acud lo
extent, and that directly in the line of preparation one soitary student devoting hùmself Io the sitd
for the learned professions or commercial life. agriculture.

Nothing is being done to keep the young men of From wha bas already been said it is quite clear
talent and education on the farm, or induce them that these secondary schools, whether we ook at
to take p the study of agriculture as a life calling. their location, the course of study pursued, or their
The facts seem to point in an entirely different influence in determining the vocation to be fol-
direction, so that the farming community are lowed by the student in after hie, do lot meet
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the demands of to-day in the matter of the educa-
tion of farmers and their families. We have there-
fore to look to some other source of supply to
meet this demand, and the only other source avail-
able is the Public school. These schools fully meet
this demand so far as convenience of location is
concerned, but fail so far as the course of study is
concerned. Scattered throughout this Province
are to be found upwards of 5,000 purely rural
schools in which are employed nearly 6,ooo teach-
ers, In about 700 of these schools, owing to the
largeness of the attendance, two or more teachers
are required to do the prescribed work, while in
the remaining schools only one teacher is employed.
If in these rural schools then, the prescribed course
of study is fairly well carried out, then the limit for
Fourth Class work is sufficient to tax the energies
of our best teachers. Neither the time nor the
attention can be given to tbe advanced studies pre-
scribed for Fifth Class work, without neglecting
something else equally as important. Much less
can time be found for the special studies necessary
for the proper education of farmers, without almost
completely changing the course of study as well as
the limit table now prescribed for the Fifth form.

The Public schools, as at present organized and
managed, are not sufficiently broad and compre-
hensive in their course of study to meet the pres-
ent and future requirements of education in our
rural municipalities. It is certainly an open ques-
tion, and one well worthy of our most careful con-
sideration, whether it is advisable to interfere in
any way with our Public schools, more particularly
with the work done in the first four forms. The
course of study for these classes is sufficient for the
pupils for whom it is prepared, but not for a com-
plete education, nor for such an education as every
pupil in our rural schools should receive. It there-
fore seems necessary, view it from what point we
will, to establish at convenient places in our vari-
ous rural municipalities, a class of secondary
schools in which agriculture and kindred subjects
pertaining to farm life should be recognized as the
principal subjects of study. The following sketch
was prepared for, and published in the Live Stock
journal, of Hamilton, by the present writer:

" To make our meaning clear and prevent any
possible misunderstanding as to the nature of
these schools, and the class of work to be done, it
may be as well to explain more fully the following
points : (1) Under whose management shall they
be placed ? (2) What shall be the length of each
session ? (3) What shall be the course of study ?
(4) How shall they be supported? It may be as
well to state that we shall consider the two classes
of schools, rural and urban, separately, and shall
proceed to answer these questions as they bear
upon rural schools. Now, in regard to the man-
agement, the writer would place these under the
charge of township boards, in municipalities where
such boards exist, and in all other municipalities
under the jurisdiction of the township councils.
These boards or councils, as the case might be,should have power to use any schoolhouse in the
municipality, or the township hall, for holding such
school or schools. They should have power to
determine the number of such schools, the loca-
tion of them, the employment of properly qualified
teachers, and furnishing the necessary equipment
for the proper conduct of such schools. They
should have authority to provide means to meet
the necessary expenses, either by levying a rate on
the assessable property, or by applying to the
municipal council for the amount required. In
regard to the length of the sessions, it must be
borne in mind that these schools are intenaed for
boys over 14 years of age and for young men, so
that they will necessarily be winter schools, to be
opened, say, about the ist of November,and closed
about the ist of May. This will enable these
young people to attend an advanced school during
the winter season, and leave them free to assist on
the farm during the busy summer months. To
anyone acquainted with farm life, especially in the
older settlements, it is well known that the great
majority of young people have more leisure time
during winter than they use with advantage to
themselves or their friends. Now, it is very desir-
able, and the writer believes, quite practicable, to
utilize this time for mental improvement, and so far
as his observation bas gone, no more feasible plan
has been proposed. It may be remarked further
that these schools are to be opened each day at io

a.m., and closed at 3 p.m., baving four-hour ses-
sions, and thus leaving these young people free to
do the chores around the farm, both before going
to and after returning from school.

" The course of study should embrace the follow-
ing subjects, viz: (i) The different kinds of soil ;
their formation and cultivation, together with the
best means of improving each kind; the productions
of these soils. (2) The mathematics of the farm,
which should include land measurement, laying out
the farm into fields, measurement of solids, sur-
faces, hay in mows so as to estimate the weight,
grain in piles and in bins so as to estimate the
quantity, of cattle so as to estimate their weight ; a
full set of accounts, or more properly speaking, a
complete system offarm book-keeping ; mechanical
drawing with use of instruments, so as to be able
to prepare a working plan for any ordinary build-
ing. (3) The breeding, rearing, feeding and care
of all classes of live stock found on the farm,
together with the symptoms and remedies of the
more common diseases from which live stock suffer;
and (4) Literary work, which should include the
critical reading of some standard English author,
composition, correspondence, and practical Eng-
lish. It remains now to determine how these
schools are to be supported. This can be done by
the Legislature giving a fixed grant to each school
that bas been kept open during the time fixed by
the law, as it does to County Model schools and
High schools. This grant should be supple-
mented by a similar grant from the county council.
In addition to these, fees should be charged, and
the balance paid from township funds.

" In all our schools, both Public and High, the
course of study should be practical, and so pre-
pared that the knowledge received and the instruc-
tion given should be along the line of life which
the student purposes following. An ideal education
can only be given to those who have the time to
devote to it, and possess the means to carry it fully
out. But for those who are compelled to leave
school before they are sixteen years of age, and
battle with the realities of life, to provide them-
selves with food and raiment, a more practical
education is required. What is wanted is stich
training and such knowledge as will assist them in
their daily struggle for a living. To such, an ideal
education is positively injurious, since it practically
unfits them for becoming bread-winners, because
they have neither the time nor the means to pursue
it sufficiently far to make it valuable, and they find
themselves with only a partial education that bas
not fitted them to face life's difficulties. The
writer is strongly of the opinion that something in
the line of practical and industrial education will
have to be grafted upon our present system before
it will be complete, and serve the purpose for
which it was designed. We have not made pro-
gress in this direction. Our system is a most
excellent one, and one that we should all feel proud
of, and doubtless do, but there is room for
improvement, and we cannot refrain from express-
ing the opinion that the line we have marked out
is the line in which these improvements must
corne."

Book Reviews, Notices, etc.

Moffatt's Outlines of Eng/ish History. Mofatt's
Out/ines of Geogra,/hy. With forty-two Maps
and Diagrams. London : Moffatt & Paige.

These are nèw editions of text-books which are
largely used in England. The latter has been
carefully revised and partly re-written.

New York Sta/e Uniform Examination Questions.
September, 1887, to August, 1889. . First,
Second and Third Grades. Complete, with
Answers. New York and Chicago: E. L. Kel-
logg & Co.

This volume contains the questions issued to the
School Commissioners of the State by the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction. The answers also are
given.
Essentials of Method. A Discussion of the Essen-

tial Form of Right Methods in Teaching, by
Charles De Garmo, Ph.D. (Halle), Professor of
Modern Languages in Illinois State Normal
University. Boston : D. C. Heath and Com-
pany.

" There are certain necessary and universal
characteristics of all rational methods of teaching.
To discover, through an analysis of the mental
activities involved in knowing what these essential
elements of a good method are, is the function of
this volume. The above, from the author's pre-
face, is a concise description of this work.
The Modern Language Examiner. By E. A.

Rowe (Sen. Mod.), B.A., T.C.D., French and
German Master, S. Peter's School, York,
London : Relfe Brothers, 6 Charterhouse Build-
ings, Aldersgate.

This little work is a questionnaire in French and
German Grammar and ldiom. Its distinctive aim
is, by repetition of questions on the chief difficul-
ties in the grammar of those languages, to prepare
the student for such tests as the Locals, the Army
and other public examinations in England. It will
be useful to all teachers of those languages.
Blackwoods Lng/ish Grammar and Analysis.

Standards III, IV, V and VI. William Black-
wood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

These twopenny and threepenny pamphlets
complete the series, the first parts of which have
been before noticed. The whole series is well
adapted to lead the pupil on by gentle gradations
to an intelligent and comprehensive knowledge of
the structure of the English Language and the
functions of its various classes of words.
The Parts of Speech and How to Use Them. Bos-

ton: Ginn & Company.
This little work of 9o pages, in paper, constitutes

Part Second of a Series of Elementary Lessons in
English, Teachers' Edition.
Practical Exercises in Commercial French. By

W. E. Bayles. Price, is. London : Relfe
Brothers.

A useful little work, designed to enable the
student to read and write in French, market
reports, commercial news, shipping intelligence,
etc.

The Second Reading Book. By Eben H. Davis,
A. M., Superintendent of Schools, Chelsea,
Mass. Price, 40 cts. J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany, Philadelphia.

An attractive little book, well printed, prettily
illustrated. The lessons seem to be well chosen
and arranged.
The Art and Science of Conversation, and Treat-

ises on Other Subjects Pertaning to Teaching,
by Harriet Earhart Monroe. A. S. Barnes &
Co., New York. Price, $i.oo.

This is really four little books bound in one vol-
ume. It embodies the experience of many yearsof successful teaching. Part 1, " Essay Writing
Made Easy," suggests the best methods of leading
students to enjoy composition. Part II contains
"Twenty-five Talks by the Teacher on the Devel-
opment of Character." Part III treats of " How
and What to Read," and aims to give the best
methods of inspiring a love for good literature in
young people. Part IV gives valuable suggestions
for attaining skill in conversation.
Notes of Lessons for Young 7eachers. With Mod-

els from actual Examination Papers. By John
Taylor. 16mo. Cloth. 50 cents. Boston
School Supply Co.

This is a comprehensive little book, by one who
served many of the best years of his life as teacher
of a large school. He explains the Essential Fea-
tures of a Lesson, sketches the Plan of a Lesson,
discusses the Subject Matter of a Lesson, gives
valuable hints on the Manner of a Teacher, with a
short chapter on Tact, and shows how to Prepare
and Give a Lesson.

EVERY teacher needs a little paste or mucilage
almost daily, and teachers generally find it difficult
to keep a supply on hand. No school-room canwell afford to be without it, and we give the•follOw-
mng recipe, which will give an excellent and inex-
pensive paste. Call at the drug store for five-cents'
worth of gum tragacanthe, put it in as much water
as it will absorb, and add a few drops of oil of cin-
namon to prevent souring. Add a little water from1
time to time, and you will not find your mucilage
all gone when you need it most.
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Primary Department. --

ORTHOGRAPHY.
ARNOLD ALCOTT.

"SPELLING is the corner-stone, the grand
underlying subterfuge of a good eddication."

So said Squire Hawkins, in that exceedingly
interesting and instructive story, descriptive of life
in the back-country districts of the Western States
"The Hoosier Schoolmaster."

Of course, the educationist of America to-day
does not believe so intensely on this subject as did
oqr friend, Sqtire Hawkins. Nevertheless, as
mult of one's intercourse in the world is done in
writing, it is obvious that we are known by our
composition, by our chirography, and by our ortho-
graphY.

To many, spelling gives no trouble. Memory
has served them generously, and the path of our
English orthography, with all its stumbling-blocks
any needless stepping-stones, is traversed with
aivarent case. But alas, for those who are weaker
iust along this line, because they cannot reason out
the peculiarities of our orthography.

We give you the following ideas, which we have
gleaned from successful educationists, and which
we have practically tested, because we believe that
thpy may help these brainy skeptics to surmount
the formidable difficulties found on the highway
leading to correct spelling.

Before describing one method, permit me to
remind you of a few fundamental maxims, which, we
all know, should be observed in the teaching of
spellng :

(a) The relative position of the letters in a word,
appeals definitely to the eye, and, therefore, spell-
ing is largely a subject for eye-training. Also,from the foregoing, it is certain that the reading
lessons should be kept ahead of the spelling les-
sons.

(b) The element of time is very important in
impressing and in fixing a word in the mind.
Oral spelling bas 1pany advantages. We would
not discard it altogether. But we should try to
have the word spelled in a neat, staccato manner.
For example, take the word Mediterranean. Our
pupil, when spelling orally, should divide it into
syllables, thus, Me-di-ter-ra-ne-an. Again, take
the word Canada, which should be analyzed thus:
Ca-na-da.

Now for one special method : The teacher has
selected the words from the reading lessons. The
time for spelling has come, and

i. She writes on the board a word, and imine-
diately begins to question about it. For example,
the teacher says, " Name the silent letters, if any,
Mary."

" Name any peculiar sound or sounds in the word,
Johii. ''

"Give me a sentence with this word in it,Gertie."
" Tell me its meaning, Charlie."
In short, the questions should be succinct, and

are mntended to help de6ne the word.
This is done quickly, for we have trained our

pupils to answer questions promptly, decisively and
politely.

We may refer to a former number of the JOUR-
NAL for information in regard to the answering of
questions.

The teacher keeps on writing dowiifwords, and
also continues this rapid interrogation.

2. When all the words are written on the
board, the class pronounce and spell orally every
word.

3. Next the teacher draws over her "curtain."
What useful articles these curtains are !

4. Now, the teacher tests the memory of her
class in the following way, which is somewhat of a
game : She tells them to write down all the words
they remember, and as nearly in order as they
can.

5. Then, afer a short time bas been given, she
pulls back the curtain, and the pupils draw com-
parisons between what they have written and
what is on the board.

6. Next, the scholars copy into their exercise-
books the words which they mis-spelled, or which
theyforgot.

The foregoing is the Prep-aration lesson.

By carrying out number (6), we enable our
pupils to concentrate their attention on that which
they do not know.

The next day the teacher dictates the words
sometimes separately and sometimes in sentences.

Now, about the examination of the work. Some
days the teacher corrects the slates herself. Then
again, for variation and for development, the
pupils exchange slates, and correct from the black-
board.

Our scholars do not examine their own slates.
Why ? Because we cannot trust them ? Oh, no,not that. But it is one of the frailties of our
humanity to be able to detect the motes in other
people's eyes, while at the same time we do not see
the beams in our own. Bobby Burns put the idea
truly, when he said,

"To see oursels' as ithers sec us,
It wad frac mony a blunder free us."

PLANS FOR INTERESTING READING
LESSON.

RHODA LIE.

My object at this time is not to enter into a
lengthy discussion of the various methods of teach-
ing reading, as I assume that every teacher has a
knowledge of these, has decided on the most meri-
torious, and has adopted it. If she believes that
with ber present system she is doing her best pos-
sible work in reading, let her be satisfied ; if not,
tet her look around. We all know, by the way,
that it is sometimes a very poor thing to be satis-
fied. Satisfaction debars progress, and you may
be sure something is organically wrong if you feel
the tranquit peace of self-righteousness and satis-
faction creeping into your schoot work.

Reading may be divided tbeoretîcally into two
parts.

ist. Gaining knowledge of the subject.
2nd. Expressive reading.
The first, of course, is preparatory to the second.

No thouglit can be given tilt tliougbt bas been
gained and assimilated and readng without a
thorough understanding of the words and thought of
the passage, is merely a parrot-like repetition of
senseless sounds.

A glance at the programme of most teachers will
show two distinct kinds of reading lessons, namely,
preparation lessons and reading proper.

The preparation lessons will include practices
and gymnastics in expression, empbasis, articula-
tion, inflexion, etc.; but in these, if they be pro-
perly understood, there will be no lack of interest.
It is in the drill on unphonic and other new
words, contained in the lesson to be read, that we
find difficulty in interesting the children.

If this be so, we must contrive some means of
making the lesson attractive. The words must ofe
known, as any attempt at expressive reading witb-
out a perfect knowledge of the words, is highty
absurd.

In teaching new words we should keep a few les-
sons in advance of where the class is reading, so
that when the children arrive at a certain lesson,
by frequent use and application they are quite
familiar with the words and their méaning.

One device in which the scholars displayed great
interest was the ring and star. I sketched a large
circle, and in it placed a star. In each point of the
star and in each space between the star and circle I
placed a word. As the word was placed we talked
about it and made use of it in a dozen or more
short sentences.

The words were also numbered and drilled upon,by pointing, erasing, replacing, underlining and
encircling with colored crayons.

Then the numbers came into use. On pointing
to B, 3 and 5, a scholar stood and read the story,Bess is good." Again, 2, 4, 3 and 5 read "Her
muif is good." This plan miglit be varied by giv-
ing the numbers and asking a scholar to read the
story thus indicated.

For variety catd word might be written on a slip
of paper and Pupils allowed to pick out certain
words.

Wben children begin to read in books, we always
find diffecutty in holding their attention and having
them kee5 the Place. This, t tbink, is a universal
xperience. The cildren certainy require some

incentive and a great amount of encouragement and

r assistance to form the habit of close attention
to the book. -There is considerable difference
between the teacher's bright face and the cold

, printed page of the First Book. It is certainly a
change from the enthusiastic and spirited phonic
reading lesson, yet we can warm up the atmosphere
of the book a great many degrees in numberless
ways. Encourage the beginners to take great pridein their position and that of the book, endeavoring
to obtain definiteness in all their movements.

The following plan for forming the habit of atten
tion to readers has been used successfully for some
time. A number of small stars were cut out of red
cardboard, and also larger ones of gold, five red
being equivalent to a large gold star.

At the reading lesson the steadiest, most atten-
tive row, in which, of course, no one lost the place,
was awarded a red star. They had small brass
drawing tacks in the centre and could be readilyaffixed to wood work of any kind. When one bas
sufficient blackboard, the stars might be made with
colored crayons.

The interest continued all the year round, as the
competition lasted a month only, and at the end of
that time the stars were taken down, the record
placed in a book and a new start made.

Occasionally I have a "watchman" stand in
front of the class and pick out the most attentive
boy or girl and the steadiest book. But the word
" watchman " is tlo good a name to be confined to
one scholar. You will find it an exceedingly
inspiring term to apply to all your little folks, train-
ing them to be watchers of themselves, of heart,hand and tongue.

Generally avoid lengthy readings, and hear as
many as possible in the time allotted. Call on the
wanderers, and give those who have difficulty infollowing the reading, practice alone.

Reading from the same book day after day, must,even with the best reading, grow a littlemonotonous,
but this can easily and effectively be remedied.
Collect children's Sunday school papers, old maga-
zines and story books, and mark the easy readingin them.

These pieces may be cut out and pasted on card-
board or heavy brown paper to preserve them, and
this will be very interesting work for Friday after-
noons. A mere suggestion of help required will be
sufficient, and your scholars will come armed with
scissors and mucilage bottle ready to assist in form-
ing the school library. When all is donc the cards
may be assorted and numbered and distributed on
certain days for reading, in place of the regulation
books.

Short stories may be written on paper and dis-
tributed for reading, additions to these being madeof original stories by the children themselves.

I have but one further suggestion that will prove
a good exercise in sight reading.

Obtain a copy or two of some juvenile magazine,
such as Treasure- Trove or Babyland, and use it for
a reader. Select scholars to come to the platform
and read from it, calling on the most attentive lis-
tener to continue the story. I have mentioned but
very few of the plans for variety in reading, and
bave scarcely done more than touch on them, but,
to those who feel the need of greater interest and
wider scope in this subject, I hope they will at
least be suggestive.

POWERFUL is halit-the force of perseverance-
in the moral and spiritual world ; and for that rea-
son education effects such a transformation of man-
kind-because it is a selection of proven habits.-
Heinrich Byron.

IN place of the usual monthly examination in
geography, history or grammar, have each pupil
bring one or more questions, according to the size
of the class. Place these in a box and have each
pupil draw one and give an impromptu answer.
The class is to pass judgment as to whetber they
are right or wrong. If wrong, the question should
be replaced in the box and the whole shuffled.
Each pupit sbould have the privilege of drawing
until he finds a question he can answer. No record
is to be kept of such an exercise, but it gives the
teacher a chance to study the pupils under new
conditions, gives the class a chance to "size up 'their mates, and gives an opportunity for reciting
under unusual circumstances.-N. E. journal o-
Education.
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For Friday Afternoon.

BLOW, WIND, BLOW.

Now the snow is on the ground,
And the frost is on the glass

Now the brook in ice is bound
And the great storms rise and pass.

Bring the thick, gray cloud;
Toss the flakes of snow;

Let your voice be hoarse and loud,
And blow, wind, blow.

When our day in school is done,
Out we come with you to play.

You are rough but full of fun,
And we boys have learned your way.

All your cuffs and slaps
Mean no harm, we know;

Try to snatch our coats and caps,
And blow, wind, blow!

You have sent the flowers to bed ;
Cut the leaves from off the trees;

From your blast the birds have fded;
Now you do what you may please.

Yes ; but by and by
Spring will come we know,

Spread your clouds, then, wide and high,
And blow, wind, blow!

-Si. Nicholas.

THE TEN FIGURES.
WE are the jolly figures ten
That puzzle the brains of little men,

And scatter their wits
Around in bits

Until they're ready to vow " Old Nick"
First invented arithmetic.

Our leader bold, so tall and prim,
Is Figure One ; you all know him.

While just behind
Him you will find

The honest face of Figure Two,
His bangs done up in a " curlicue."

This ox-yoke form you'll all agree
Belongs to none but Figure Three,

Who just precedes
And therefore leads

Another mathematic bore-
Ugly, hump-backed Figure Four.

Shaped like a reaper, in full view,
The Figure Five now stares at you•

And well you know
Next in the row,

With body big, and crooked neck,
The Figure Six you must expect.

This lanky form with lengthy snout,
Is Figure Seven without doubt,

While at his heels
Like tangled eels,

There passes by, with waddling gate
Old, familiar Figure Eight.

Upon one leg, with quite a curve,
Stands Figure Nine, you will observe,

And then rolls past
The least and last-

For Figure Naught would helpless be
Without our aid and sympathy.

The school boy who, with visage grum
Hunts for the answer to his sum.

Vows we all cheat
And use deceit,

Because he's muddled in his mind,
And can't our combination find.

But if he'll keep quite calm and cool,
And study each example's rule,

He'll testify
That we won't lie!

Is every schoolboy's record clear
On this one point ? Not all, ve fear.

-Golden Days.

English Detar/ment.

ENTRANCE LITERATURE.-THE VISION
OF MIRZA.

SECOND READING.

Several dropping unexpectedly. Explain who
are meant by this class of persons.

Catching at everything.-Give some instances,
real or imaginary, as examples or illustrations.

Some were looking up.-Describe, in your own
language, apart from allegory, the meaning of this
sentence.

In the pursuit of bubbles.-What are some of the
bubbles referred to ?

Some with scinitars,-Addison probably lias in
mind here specially the vast numbers who are
killed in war, though the allegory may include all
kinds of deaths by violence. The persons running
to and fro may be meant to indicate simply those
who kill others, as soldiers, etc., but are more pro-
bably intended to denote the few rulers and gen-
erals whose feuds and ambitions drive such multi-
tudes of their fellow-beings to slaughter.

Vultures.-The vulture is marked by a long
beak hooked at the end, and by having some part
of the head, and, in some cases, of.the neck. bare
of feathers. It is a cowardly bird, and does not
kill its own prey, but feeds on dead carcasses and
offal. The king vulture is a native of Central and
South America. It soars to a greatheight. Addi-
son would probably know it simply as a voracious
carrion bird.

Haries.-The Harpy of Grecian mythology was
a hideous winged monster, of fierce and loathsome
aspect, represented as famishing with hunger, liv-
ing in an atmosphere of filth and stench, and defil-
ing everything it touched. The name is, however,
applied to a species of falcon, or eagle, which is of
great size, with hooked bill, short wings and legs,
and has the power of erecting its head feathers into
a great ruff or crest. It inhabits the great tropical
forests, and preys chiefly on quadrupeds. It had
great strength and fierceness. The name harpy is
also applied to the marsh hen, or duck-hawk. But
from the connection, Addison no doubt intended to
denote the harpy eagle.

Raven.-A well-known species of crow of great
size. Can you distinguish it from the common
crow ?

Cormorants.-The cormorant is a sea-crow,
being web-footed and pursuing its prey, which con-
sists of fishes, by swimming and diving. It can
dive to a great depth. The common British cor-
morant is nearly three feet in length. It has a
long bill, rounded above, and with a strong hook
at the point. The cormorant is proverbial for its
excessive voracity.

Several litle winged boys. -These are, of course,
the Cupids, or loves. The naine Cupid in Latin
signifies desire. There were legions of little
Cupids; who, in the Greek and Roman mytholo-
gies, are always described as chiefly winged boys,
armed with bows, arrows and quivers. Their
darts could pierce not only human beings, but the
fowls of the air, the fishes of the sea, and even the
gods on Mount Olympus. Why are they des-
cribed as perching only on the middle arches ?

Envy, avarice, etc.-Do you think Addison
means each of these passions to correspond with a
particular one of the birds of prey above men-
tioned, that is, does the vulture denote envy, the
harpy, avarice, and so forth ? If so, can you point
out the grounds of the special resemblances ?

Cast thine eye on that thick nist.--Let the bridge
and its accompaniments be represented on the
blackboard, if possible, as suggested in the former
lesson.

Rock ofadamant. -Why of adamant ? What is
symbolized ?

The c/ouds s/i/ rested on one half of it.--Addison
refrains from marring the picture of the deliglits
awaiting the good in the regions of bliss (Heaven)
by any attempt to depict the miseries of the lost in
the regions of despair. The pupil should be made
to dwell upon the various scenes in this delightful
picture, and note how skilfully the writer has
woven in the different sources of pure pleasures and

joys with which we are familiar on earth. There
is beauty to delight the eye, music to charm the
ear ; variety of scenery, pleasure ofcompanionship,
etc.

Every island as a paradise accommodated, etc.-
There is a fine and consoling thought wrapped up
in this sentence. Even the joys of the future state
would be disappointing if they failed in adaptation
to the various capacities and tastes of those admit-
ted to them.

I.
Define carefully the meanings of the following

words, giving derivations when you can :-Struc-
turc, speculation, scinitar, me/anchoy, prospect,
dissipate, adamant, innumerable, harmony, para-
dise, superstition. supernatural.

iI.
Distinguish the following pairs or triplets of

words :-Contemplate, perceive, observe; mirth,jo/-
lity; ferbetual, continual; penetrate, pierce;
degree, kind; envy, avarice; huge, inmense.

III.
Compose sentences containing each of the fol-

lowing words :-Posture, comprehend, injist, habits,
gar/ands, myriads, harmony.

IV.
Mark carefully the pronunciation of the follow-

ing :-Contenplaie, mu/titude, scimitar, ocean,
innumerable.

Question Drawer.

WE deeply regret that, by some inadvertency for
which we are quite unable to account, two or three
errors crept into the ansvers to questions in this
department in our last issue. One of these was
particularly unfortunate and misleading, that,
namely, to the question of " Subscriber," who
asked if candidates for third-class certificates (non-
professional) would be examined in Euclid at the
Midsummer Examinations in 1890. To this we
answered, "Yes. Geometry (Books I., Il., III.,
with easy deductions), is in the list of subjects pre-
scribed." The form of the answer would at once
suggest to most of our readers that we had second-
class in mind in giving the answer. In fact, we
found it difficult to believe, when our attention was
called to the matter, even the evidence of our own
eyes that the question concerned, not second, but
third-class. We are very sorry if the blunder has
caused trouble to any of our readers. If we mis-
take not, we had, in previous numbers once or
oftener given the correct answer to the same
question, viz., that Euclid is NOT required for third-
class.

Another error of less importance was contained
in the answer to " Enquirer's" question. We
should not have attempted to answer this at all,
for, as we confessed, we were unable to understand
it clearly. Our mistake was in intimating that it is
illegal for the chairman of a Board of Trustees to
give any other than the casting vote. That is true
in reference to the chairman of a school meeting of
ratepayers, as per Sec. 18 of the Schools Act, but
by Section one hundred and eleven of that Act it is
provided that the chairman may vote with the
other members on all questions, and that, in case
of a tie, the motion is lost.

We should, perhaps, have added, for the infor-
mation of " Teacher,' that the University ofToronto accepts the standing of candidates who
have passed the examinations of the Department of
Education for First or Second Class Teachers'
Certificates, pro tanto, at any Junior Matriculation
examination, except in the case of candidates for
scholarships.

While we shall do our best to guard against
such inaccuracies i0 the future, we may again say
to inquirers that it is much better for them to
address all questions touching the School Law
and the Departmental Regulations, directly to the
Secretary of the Education Department. Much of
the information sought through our columns might
be had with less delay from the nearest High
School master, who, no doubt, would readily and
courteously give it. The Question Drawer, which
is no part of our proper work as journalists, has
been opened for the purpose of giving to our pat-
rons, so far as our access to sources of information
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may enable us, information not easily procurable
on educational topics. But it is impossible for us
to hold in mind the details of school courses and
regulations, with changes that may be from time to
time made, and in looking the matter up there is
more or less liability to error. It happens, more-
over, that the same questions are sometimes
asked us again and again, and the answers to many
are necessarily of such a nature as to interest very
few of our readers. With these explanations, we
are still ready to serve our friends to the best of our
ability in the Question Drawer, as well as in every
other department ofthe paper.

PLEASE publish the names of the books used in
the Normal School Course.-J. B. McD.

[In addition to the books prescribed for Forms
i.-V. of Public Schools, the following are author-ized for Normal Schools, viz. : Brownîng's Edu-
cational Theories, Hopkin's Outline Study of Man,
Fitch's Lectures on Teaching, Baldwin's Art of
School Management (Canadian Edition), Manual
of Hygiene, Houghton's Physical Culture.]

(t) WILL there be an Entrance Examination
next JuIy ?

(2) What definitions other than those given in
the Public School Geograpny sould be taught
to an Entrance class? J. W.

[(f) Yes. (2) We cannot undertake to tell you.
We should suppose that the authorized text-book
would contan aIl that are absolutely necessary.]

i. (a) WHAT is meant by " committee of the
whole," when used in connection with a legislative
body or a society ? (b) Is business transacted in
the same way when the House is in " committee of
the whole" as it is at other times ?

2. In analyzing a sentence according to the form
given in the Public School Grammar, where would
you put Predicate Adjectives or Predicate Nouns ?

3. " In the ranks of the Austrian you found him,He died with his face to you ail,
Yet bury him here, where around him,

You honor your bravest that fall."
Parse " Austrian," " yet " ; give the relation of

"around."-INQUIRER.
[i. (a) Committee of the whole" is an abbre-

viation of committee of the whole House." It is,
therefore, the whole House itself sitting as a coin-
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Are the above sentences examples of Indirect
Narration If so, please change them to Direct
Narration. -W. D -.

[1. (I.) A "sinking fund" may be briefly des.
cribed as a fund created by putting aside, at stated
intervals, either a certain fixed sum of money, or
the proceeds of a certain specified tax, or other
source of income, to accumulate, at compound
interest, for the payment of a debt which falls due
at some future date. (11.) Pitt's sinking fund is
regarded as an error, because, as was shown in
1813 by Dr. Hamilton, the nation was, in effect,not only borrowing the money with which the
sinking fund was created, but was actually obliged
to pay a higher rate of interest on the money thus
borrowed-since every additional loan contracted
tended to increase the apparent debt, and so to
lower the national credit-than could be obtained
for the money set aside for the sinking fund. The
"sinking fund" method is, nevertheless, still used,
partly, we suppose, because, while it is desirable to
provide graduallytomeet a debtcoming due at some
future date, the creditor may not be willing to
accept small annual payments in advance of matur-
ity, and partly, no doubt, because, in these days,the borrower whose security is undoubted mayobtain a larger sum at a lower instead of a higherrate of interest than a smaller. What Pitt did maybe illustrated by the case of a man who, needing
$0oo for a term of say fifteen years, instead of bor-
rowing that sum, as he might have done, at five
per cent., borrows $200 at six per cent., in order
that he may put $oo into a sinking fund to accu-
mulate at five per cent. compound interest.
Though the latter will about pay the $20o at the
end of the fifteen years, the same result would
have been reached by using $5 a year of the $6
paid as interest on the extra $ioo, to reduce the
amount of the other hundred. Were the rate of
interest the same on the $200 as on the $ioo, theresult would be the same by both methods, but it is
clear that the nation was the loser by Pitt's
method, in consequence of the increased rate of
interest he had to pay on the larger loan. (III.)
Public confidence was restored by the belief that
in this way the national debt, which threatened to
be crushing, was being provided for, and would be
reduced or paid. 2. (a) is an example of indirect,
(b) of direct narration. "He said, 'John has
gone,' is a direct, He said that John had gone,"
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conducted. It is for boys only, from twelve to
twenty years of age. On entering, the pupil at once
goes into military uniform-the pretty cadet dress
of the American army-and with the clothes he
takes on the discipline of a soldier. From the
reveile, which is sounded in true military style at the
seemly hour of half-past six, to the final order under
which the troops march to bed at night, everythingis done on the army pattern. It was interesting tonote the promptitude with which the lads bounced
out of bed at the bugle sound, and with what expe-dition they donned their uniforms and presented
themselves in line, when, a little later, the bugle-call for breakfast was given. Instead of scrambling
.pell-mell to the dining-room, as the boys in an
ordinary boarding school would have done, these
lads stood at "attention," and waited for the order
Face: March! whereupon they proceeded in admir-
ably regular step to the meal awaitinghem. Hav-
ing reached their chairs (for each boy marched
directly to his own place) they awaited the order
" Seats ! " before taking their positions at table.
At the end of the meal, the commanding officer
(the headmaster) gave the orders "Attention !Stand--face-march," whereupon, with the same
soldierly deportment, the company proceeded to
the school-room for morning devotions.

I need not go into minute details of the whole
day's procedure, my object being merely to bringout the idea. I think it an excellent one, for not
only bas the soldierly discipline a valuable physical
influence upon growing boys, but it enables the
instructors to secure a command of their attention
-- and that with the proud willingness which inspires
a good soldier to obedience- which could not beobtained in any other way. I have no sympathy ataIl with the military spirit which is prized by some
people, but great good can be got out of militaryroutine without any appeal to the pugnacious ele-ment in human nature. It seems to me that the
military academy has solved the question of how to
secure the highest degree of order and attention in
school consistently with the pleasure and benefit of
the pupils Why cannot some enterprising Cana-
dian educationist take up this idea? The militaryacademies throughout the United States are popu-lar and successful. Why shouldn't they prove
equally so with us? J. M. BENoUGH.

recstating te same tfifg. In LEAvIN( EXAMINATIONS.mittee, with a chairman instead of the Speaker the one case, the exact words of the person TI hl EdU0 ,- 'ftAc EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:presiding. (b) The proceedings in commnittee are reported are used, in the other those words are SIR,-I have pleasure in complying with yourconductcd nearly as when the House is sitting, but changed to suit tbe indirect or oblique formi intro- request, in last issue Of JOURNAL, for an expressionsomnewhat Iess formally, as, in conimittee, a motion duced by the conjunction.] of opinion b>' high school masters on the proposcdnced not be seconded in order to be debated, and "Len " Examintosmnembers are at liberty to speak any number of eavoîngt fa tiePons dcag. etimes on the saine motion, instead of but once, as Corres/~nec ontfvrtep oe hne eivwhen the House is sitting. 2. After the verb. pnec.that the bigh schools and teachers are already tooSee model on page 28. 3. Aitstrian is a noun, 
-much under the thumb of the Education Depart-singular, in the objective after preposition of. THE MILITARY ACADEMY IDEA. ment. I am not sure but tbat the present Ministerlit is a patrial noun, derived, i.e., from the name of Tath Editr of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. bas been gradually usurping the funictions of thea country. J'et is a conjuniction, connecting bury, H University Senate. If he keeps on, as bie hasor the sentence of which bury is the verb with H happy thought of a military academy does begun, soon there will be no need for such a body.found and died, or the sentences of wbich they are not seem to have occurred to anybody in Canada. If their only business is to record the wishes of thethevers.It uggst a orrlaive"tough," At least it bas neyer been carried out in this coun- Government, they are about as useless as thewhhe would. probably ha borelen use inth try so far as 1 am aware. There can be no doubt Dominion Senate. The proposed schcme would,ths, "tough yrou fon handtug be di dpd rome'iti a "happy thought." Having just'returned if adopted, give the Dcpartment grcater power with-etc. yet." A round marks the relation between loi very' pleasant visit to one of these unique out any compensating- advantage to the University.institutions-the Cayuga Lake Militar>' Academy It would be taking the very important fulnction of

"bim " and " You honor your bravest." at Aurora, New York-I feel a trifle enthusiastic examining out of the hands of a body of men andon the subject, and it bas occurred to me that banding it over to one man. Our experience of theHAS the School Board in a town the power to thuse readers of the JOURNAL Who may 'nfot be Departmental examinations does not justif>' us inprohibit children from attending school.jntil s'lx famniliar with this formn of educational effort mnight running s0 great a risk. I believe it will be veryyi estierss oft uhe prohbitiond te chidren in be pleased with a few words of description. The generally admitted that the University examina-t.e H.titrsso h cho n h hlrn? academy named is one of a great many.based upon tions are conducted with greater satisfaction to ailT. H.the militar>' idea, and flourisbing in various parts of concerned than the Departmentaî examinations.[No, it bas no such power. Sec. 6 of the Pub- the Union. It is a private school, owned by the Uniformity of exainination is a very desirablelic School Act provides that " ail Public Schools firmn of White & McAlpine, the latter gentleman thing, but will the proposed scheme secure it ? 1shahl be free scbools, and every Person between the (Who, by the way, is a Canadian, a graduate of can see no guarantee that we shaîl have fewerage of five and twenty-one years shahi have the Sackville, N.B.,) acting as headmaster. Tbe cur- examinations to prepare for than we now have.right to attend some school."] riculum embraces the work required for matricula- Will it raise the standard of matriculation ? Queen's,(tion at the standard universities of the country, and already, bas a " preparatory " dcpartment, which,(1) "THE first of Pitt's financial mneasures--bis is, accordingly, about the samne as that in uise in our if I understand it, is intended as a sort of large net toPlan for gradually paying off the dcbt by a sinking own high schools and collegiate institutes. Mr. scoop in ail the little fish that slip tbrough thefund-was undoubtcdly an error ; but it had the McAlpine is assisted by four professors, each of meshes of the " Leaving " Examination.happy effect of restoring public confidence?'- wbom bas, of course, bis own special branches. I believe that somte better scheme can be devised(I.)Expanful sikn fn. One of these (if I may be pardoned for mnaking .- one that wiIl secure uniformity and one in whicb(L y wxpas thisy sinking fund.a rrr exceptional allusion to bim) is Prof. Karo, a brillianit the country will bave confidence. Howevcr, I am(11.) Wywsti ikn uda ro graduate of both Vienna and Paris, and one of the not going to argue thîe question ; 1 merci>' express(I II.) How did it restore public confidence ? most interesting scholars it bas ever been my good my own vicws. Yours, etc.,()(a) He says that he goes if he wishes. (b) fortune to meet. But I must come at once to the M. M. FEýNW1CK.le says, " She bas gone." point, which is the system on which the academy is BOWMANVILLE,J/an. 2g, '90.
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BUSINESS NOTICES.
WE direct attention to the announcement of the

merits of the " Concise Imperial Dictionary." It is
our intention to handle this Dictionary in connection
with the JOURNAL, and we offer it in the best binding,
and the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL for one year, both for
$5.50, plus 14 cents for postage. Subscribers who are
paid in advance may deduct the amount they paid for
one year, send the balance, and have the book at once.
This gives the party the JOURNAL for $I.00.

THE holiday season is, in many cases, the season
also for removals and accepting new positions. We
trust that no teacher who now gets the JOURNAL, and
who changes his location, will forget the formality of
notifying us, so that the necessary change may be made
in the address. This should be attended to in any
case, even if the visits of the paper are no longer de-
sired. Otherwise, under our present rule of not
cutting off a teacher's name unless he wishes it, the
paper will continue to go to his old address at his risk.
A post card is sufficient for all purposes of notification;
and this courtesy may save both the subscriber and
the publishers much unpleasantness at a later period.
It is rather a severe punishment, when our sole offence
is that of trusting a subscriber, to be told that the
party left the locality months ago, and knows nothing
about the paper. A notification in all cases of removal
is suggested under every form of business rule. We
hope that every teacher who removes may feel that he
needs his paper as much in his new location as he did
in the old.

TEACHERS' CONVENTIONS,
Lennox and Addington, at Napanee, Feb. 6 and 7.
Lincoln at Feb. 13 and 14.
East Lambton, at Watford, Feb. 20 and 21,
West Lambton, at Petrolia, Feb. 27 and 28.

Will Secretaries of Associations, or Public School
Inspectorshave the kindness ta forward us programmes
of their meetings, for announcement as above. Also,
will Secretaries please send an epitome of the more
important business transacted. for publication in the
JOURNAL.

Editorial.

TORONTO, FEBRUARY r, 189o.

THE SCHOOLS OF THE FUTURE.

WHATEVER opinions may be formed in regard
to the merits of the plan for " Advanced English

Schools in Rural Districts," outlined in Inspec-
tor Smith's article, which we reproduce in this
number, few who have given thought to the
matter will doubt that the defects in our present
school systems, to one of which he calls attention,
are real and serious, and that an earnest effort
should be made at an early day to remove them.
In spite of many modifications and improve-

ments there is still a want of flexibility in all our

schools, from public school to college, which

makes it impossible to secure the best results in

individual cases, or even in those of the great

majority of pupils.
This fact is equally obvious, whether we take

the strictly educational or the more practical view
of the true end of school education. Let a
thoughtful observer go into any school of any

grade and consider the case of almost any indi
vidual pupil or student. How rarely will he find

reason to believe that the best is being done

that might be done for that individual. If the

observer believes that the chief end of an educa-

tional process should be to strengthen and

develop the intellectual faculties, how rare will

be the instances in which he will not be able tc

perceive that the circumstances do not admit oi

this being done in the best possible manner foi

the individual student. Each is placed under tions and adding to the number of teachers

more or, less of disadvantage or disability by employed.
reason of the fixed character of the courses and

of his relations to fellow-students, or to the

whole school. Very few are pursuing just the

studies, and pursuing them just according to
the methods, which would secure the very best

results, so far as he himself is concerned. If,

again, we approach the inquiry from the point of

view of those who deem it the true end of school
education to fit the scholar for the practical duties
of life in his own particular sphere, this lack of
adaptation becomes still more obvious. As Mr.
Smith shows, there is usually an almost utter
want of relation between the subjects and
courses of study and the probable future occupa-
tion and wants of the individual.

These deficiencies in our educational systems
are, we are well aware, largely the outcome of
conditions and circumstances which cannot be
changed. No doubt the old Socratic method,
in accordance with which a philosopher, standing
head and shoulders above the rank and file of the
community, attached to himself a few disciples
who followed him whithersoever he went, and with
whom he conversed and reasoned as individuals,
adapting himself to the abilities and idiosyn-
crasies of each, and subjecting each in turn to a
process of mental gynnastics which called into
exercise his utmost powers, was and still is the
best for the individuals who are fortunate enough
to be able to secure such exceptional advan-
tages. But that is a training which is, in the
nature of things, within reach only of the few. It
suited the ideas of an age in which mental cul-
ture was the monopoly of the privileged few ; it
is wholly unsuited to these democratic times,
when the noble aim is to bring education within
the reach of all. The very fact which is one of
the chief glories of our day, the fact, viz.: that
education is now to be brought within reach of
the masses as well as of the classes, is that
which gives rise to some of the worst defects in
the work of education itself. These defects are,
to a large extent, irremediable in all schools in

which the teacher bas to deal single-handed with
large classes of pupils. The limit beyond which
it is possible to deal with each as an individual
is soon reached. Beyond that the ablest of
teachers bas simply to do the best he can under
difficulties, always conscious that he must content
himself with doing much less than the best pos-
sible for each, and.so falling far below his own
educational ideal. The defect may be largely
remedied when parents and the public are edu-

cated up to the point of greatly enlarging the

expenditures for educational purposes, and so
greatly increasing the numbers and improving the
quality of both teachers and schools. Though

this happy day may be distant, it is well for all

educators to keep their eyes steadily directed

towards it. It is useful sometimes to dwell upon
defects which may seem largely theoretical, as

the best means of helping progress in the right

direction. Such progress, of a very substantial

f kind, is even now within reach, in many places,
. by the simple process of increasing appropria-

It is not necessary for us to add to what
Inspector Smith bas so well said in reference to

the need of the special class of schools for which

he pleads. The case he makes out, for what we

may call English Agricultural Schools in rural

districts, is strong. It cannot be denied that

the influence of our High and Public schools
bears very powerfully in the direction of a pro-
fessional or a commercial career, and that the

overcrowding of every avenue leading to such

pursuits is largely the result of this influence.

Many, no doubt, regard such a tendency as the

natural outcome of a process of education in

itself, apart from anything special in its character.
There is no sufficient reason why this should be

the case. The fact that education has hitherto
been sought as a means to an end rather than as

an end in itself, sufficiently accounts for it. We
see no reason why, at some future day, the occu-
pation of a practical farmer or machinist may not
come to be considered just as genteel as that of
a merchant or a lawyer. Why not, if the one

man were as well educated as the other ?
Omitting, for want of space, several other

observations which occur to us in this connec-
tion, we must take a short cut to the point we
set out to reach. Such schools as those advo-
cated by Inspector Smith will, in our opinion,
when established, be simply a very important
step in the right direction. The goal will still

be far off. What that goal appears to us to be

like we can indicate at present only by a few
questions. Why should the various stages in the
educational course be so distinctly marked and
so far apart as they now are ? Why should so
little inducement be held out to a pupil who bas
passed the Entrance Examination to enter the
High school, unless he or she is prepared to
complete its full course? Why, and here the
case is still stronger, should there be so little
inducement to the student who has completed

the High school course to proceed further in the

educational career unless he or she can see the
way clear toa B.A. degree? Why, in other words,

should these halting places be set so far apart?

There must be thousands of those whohave corr-
pleted Public school and High school courses
and who are unable to continue their studies for

three or four years longer, who might, if there

were sufficient provision and inducement, go
on for one or two years, with very great advan-
tage to themselves. Some, of course, do s,
but the prevailing feeling is that it is of little use
to take, for instance, one or two years of a 0'-
versity course, unless the whole undergraduate
course, at least, can be completed. This feeling
is due, partly, no doubt, to the fact that no
diploma is awarded, and consequently no distinct
recognition given to the student who takes a
shorter course. It is largely due also, we believe,

to the fact that, as the University courses are

usually arranged, a portion of the course seems

comparatively useless, save in its relation ta the

whole. It is felt to be fragmentary, ending

nowhere and leading nowhere in particular.
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Do not these facts point clearly to the neces- number, and make the other necessary changes 3. Page 35in ting of indignant mien,

sity either of great changes in the courses and that the sentences gnay be correct. (a) Explan the meaing, Roman rods,itiless
(a)" 1 shall begin bY taking the boy's state- couintry's gods, matchless wrongs, oa osptls

methods of our universities, or of the establish- ment as correct," says the master. as proud.

ment of various other intermediate institutions, (b) The lady and ber sister's child wilt go to (b) "British warrior-queen." XVhat was the
mntorteiouses, cme te in stituteios, see my brother's farm to-morrow. country in which she lived then called ? What is

giving shorter courses, complete in themselves, 7. When summoned to surrender, he fired at one it now called ?

and more or less closely related to a wide variety of the leading assailants who was killed nstantly. (c) From what country did tbe Romans come?
an mre r es y(a) Give full analysis of the above. (d) Give ina youry wods the Rmansg cof th

of occupations in life ? In so saying let us not (b) Write out the clauses and tell their kind. Give in your own words the meang of the

be supposed to be in favor of any lowering of the (c) Parse the words in italics. (e) Give the names of the different punctuation

standards in regard to the University degrees at -- marks in the 5th stanza, page 35, and explain their

present conferred. We may develop our idea LITERATURE. use in that -stanza.

more fulty in another number. SENIOR 111. TO JUNIOR IV.

LIMIT OF WORK.-Reading lessons to be thor- UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ANNUAL

oughly taught. Juniors, to page 119. Seniors, EXAMINATIONS, 1889.

,Examina/ion Fa/'ees. whole book. For memorizing, extracts beginnng JUNIOR MATRICULATION.
on pages 44, 73, 81, 93, 110, 132, 155, 162, 177, 214,

221, 240. Six to be learned in each class. BOTANY.

COUNTY 0F DURHAM AND TOWN 0F (Write answers in complete sentences with book PAss.

open.) Examiner-J. J. MACKENZIE, B.A.
PETERBOROUGH - PROMOTION EX- i. Page 121, beginning with " At this eruption." NOTE.-Six questions constitute a full paper.

AMINATIONS, DECEMBER I8TH AND (a) Give for each word or expression a mean- No more are to be answered. Ail candidates must

19TH, 1889. ing which may be put for it in the passage ; erup- take questions 1, 2 and 3. Candidates for Honors

GRAMMAR. tion, stream of lava, inhabitants, cinders, awful must take questions marked *

crater. . *. Give an accurate description of the plant
SENIOR III. TO JUNIOR Iv- (b) Distinguish between stream and river, submitted.

LIMIT OF WORK.-For the III. classes: Juniors, boats and vesse/s, slowly and steadi/y. *2. Refer it to its proper position among Phaner-

Part I. Public School Grammar. Seniors, to page (c) Define crater, lava, city. ogams an tion sveral alie Canda

100, omitting lessons XXV and XXVI. (d) Write short notes on Vesuviis, Naples, ogams, and mention several altied Canadian

i. (a) How many parts in every statement ? PomZpen. species.
(a)u2. Page 205, first paragraph: *3. Ittustrate fully by drawings the structure of

(b) Denne each part and explain its use in the (a) Give for each of the following a meaning the ovary in the plant before you.
sentence. that may be put for it in the passage ; distributed, *4 What do we understard by dioecious flow-

2. Write the following so that each make*all ns open situation, horizontal limbs, largely. ers ? Mention some Canadian examples.

more than one, giving the rule for ma ing the (b) Write a note on Cedar of Lebanon ; where d*st Give an account of the different methods of

change in each case :wotf, brush, monkey,mouse. is Lebanon ? distribiiting the seed, ittustrating your exaniples
chang An h asey as ofus, moc) Why does Canada, Its and Pine begin with from the Geraniaceae, Compositae and Borragina-
3. Analyze as fully as you can :-cptl eecapitats ? ceae.

(a) That man's son, John, returned to his (d) Name, and -give the use of, the mark (-)' *6. Give an account of the peculiar characters

father's home /as/ week. in side-walk.father's he ard ek. thefen sandiadorbelonging to Saprophytic and Parasitic plants, and

(b) In the yard near the fence stands a garden (e) Account for the two n's in tanning, while mention some Canadian examples of each.

rake with a broken handle. tan is spelled with one ?

4(aTelthe patof speheach itlcdw'ord 3. Pae2 14: 
7. Define the foltowing terms : culma, stoton,

4(a) Tell t i r of Explai the meaning of rampart, darkly, rhizome, tendrit, prickle and spur. Give example

în No. ~ is. a etai h enigo nardrey of plants where they occur.
m No Wrt3 utteprae1n(bs.tofN.3 bayonets.

(b) Write out the phrases i (b) part of NO. 3' (b) Who was Sir John Moore? How and CHEMISTRY.
and tell the kind of each. where did he meet his death ?

5. Mary said to Jane, " You may cone with me (c) Explain the lines ARTS: PASS. MEDICINE: HONORS.

to see the chickens if you will give them your din- By the struggling moonbeam's misty light, Examiner-ANTHONY MCGILL, B.A., B.SC.

ner and allow me to keep mine." Write this sen- Lightly they'll talk of the spirit that's gone NOTE.- Candidates for Honors and Scholarships

tence correctly without using a pronoun. From the field of his fame fresh and gory- will take all the questions. Other candidates witt

6. Classify the words in : (d) " That the foe and the stranger," (5th take the first three, and any two of the remainder.

His fast horses and their carefil drivers work stanza); who was the foe ? What is the force of i. Combustion is merely a case of chemical cor-

steadily every day from morning till night. the word stranger in this stanza ? bination. How would you show experimeutally

7. Parse, as futy as you cari, the itaticised words t (e) Give in your own words the substance of that in the case of two gases A and B, mutuatty

in No. 6. the first half of the poem-as far as " thought of the combustible, it is as true that A burns in B, as that

in8. 6) emorrow." B burns in A? Give specific names to the gases

8. (a) Defie case, relative pronoun, copula, chosen in illustration of your answer ; and diagrams

(b) What is the case of the wordsJohn,father's, JUNIOR IV. TO SENIOR IV. of the apparatus you have emptoyed, or seen

and handle, in No. 3 ? LIMIT OF WORK.-Reading tessons, to be taught employed.

(c) Write a sentence using the saine pronoun asindicte in thR.-ead prfae, ton ag b6î Specia 2. (a) Describe a mode of preparing each of the

(c) tWifrt asetneuinsh.am rnu as indicated in the preface, to page 161. Special (xdsaof carbon,with diagrams of apparatus needed.
Literature lessons, selections commencing on pages (b) Calculate the weight of materials required

JUNIOR IV. TO SENIOR IV. 23, 25, 35, 37, 54, 74, 8o, 99, 105, 107, 115, 121, 145' to produce th litres of each gas.
151. For memorizîng : short extracts to page .161, . Te grs of ac1 gas o

LIMIT OF WORK.-Public School Grammar, to and extracts on pages 35, 74, 105, 121 and 145. 3. Ten grams of sand, 10 grao s of suphate of

page 15 1. ,(Write 
answers in complete sentences with book soda, and 10 grams of bydrocbloric acid, are thor-

pg .eWritcanswersivenadomrbtco-ordinntescoi-hpeook oughly shaken together with i litre of water. How

i. Define conjunctive adverb, co-ordinate con P Pen.) would you effect the separation of the ingredients?

jtion, intransitive verb, predicate adjective. i. Page 105.4DeieScfcHatangveancoutoadjective.-(a) Give in your own words the- meaning of 4 Define Specific Heat, and gve an account of

2. (a) Name the modifiers of the predicate. the 5th stanza. any work you have done in determining the specf c

<b) Write a sentence with the subject modified (b) Explain the references in the expression- heat of a solid ; with diagraus sf the apparatus

by an adjective, a noun in apposition, and a relative the heart of Rachel, funeral tapers, life elysian. used. of
clause. (c) Distinguish between crying and weeping, t. What woufd you expect to happen in each

3. (a) Deflue a retative pronoun. - farew£ell and good-bye, benedictions and blessings. the following cases? Give equations :

.(a) Dfinea a relative pronoun. - (d) Write the emphatic words in lines 1, 2, 4 . (a) Barium dioxide is boiled with bydrochlorc

'(b) Write a sentence containing a relative pro- adacid. lrd adsle
noun in the objective case, and underline the rela- and i.

tiv ponon.(e) Distinguish between assuage and stay in (b) Solutions of ammonium chloride and silver

tive pronoun. last stanza. nitrate are mixed. Tbe solution is fltered clear

4. Write : (a) the feminine of sir, heir, hero, 2. Page 109, last paragraph. fro any precipitate, and evaporated to dryness.

man. (a) What is a ridge, a Prince, a proverb ? The dry residue is strongly heated.

(b) the principal parts of burn, sit, sèli, fail. (b) Explain the meaning of overhanging, VIr- (c) Calcium chloride in solution is mixed with

5. Correct, giving reasons : tually, forbore. solution of ammonlyu carbonate. The precipitate

(a) Circumstacesalters cases. (c) Explain the expressions, companions in is dried, and strongty heated in a crucibte.
(C u andsalther castenes. arms, let the child win his spurs, let the day be his. 6. What are the various impurities that exist in

(b) Between you and 1, them 1s the ones. (d) " Overhanging the field." What field? natural waters ? Describe modes by which their

(c) Who did he burt? (e) Change the sentence beginning "I am, he presence in a particular samtple may be determined,

6. Change the nouns, pronouns, and pronominal said," (bottom of page 107) from direct to indirect and how water containig thee may be made

adjectives in the following sentences into the plural narration. pure.

,
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Elocutionary Dea tment.

ELOCUTION.
BY R. LEWIS.

EXERCISES FOR ECONOMY OF THE BREATH.
2. COUNT from one to ten in one breath five

times, inhaling after each ten.
i. Count from one to fifteen, taking a breath

between each number.
3. Read a sentence of not more than ten words,

commencing with the lungs filled, in the following
way :-( ) Read the sentence by syllables, taking
a breath after each syllable. This exercise should
be often repeated, until it becomes easy. (2) Read
half the sentence in one breath, but still syllabi-
cally ; take a full breath, and read the remainder
similarly. Repeat until the exercise becomes
easy. (3) Read the whole sentence syllabically,
but in one breath. Repeat as before. (4) Read
the sentence in one breath, with regard to just
expression, and not syllabically. (Oscar Gutt-
mfan. )
The sentence selected should at first be an easy

and a short one, varying in length with the age of
the pupil. The breathing must be inaudible,
inhaled nasally, and by the action of the abdomen.
The voice must be pure, but not loud.

After each of this set of exercises, practice Far-
inelli's exercise, Sec. V. i, especially if pupils are
fatigued.*

completely separated. Thus, in pronouncing mob,
cal, mat, did, the lips in the first two words are
pressed together when sounding b and P, and in
the second two words to sound the t and the d the
edge of the tongue is pressed against the front
and sides of the upper surface of the mouth.
This is ail right ; but the sound is not complete
until the tongue descends to its normal position.
This rule holds with every word and every letter
used in a word, and its neglect is now almost
universal when a consonant ends a word.

Phonic Drill with Vowels and Consonants.-The
Readers used in the schools give abundant practice
for sounding the letters. That practice ought to
be frequent and regular. In every case of mispro-
nunciation the word should be a'nalyzed, read by
sounding distinctly the letters forming it, not nam-
ing them, and the teacher should be able to pre-
sent the best model by vocal examples. The
vowel sounds present the least difficulties, but elo-
cution and purity of pronunciation largely depend
on their full and almost musical utterance. In the
exercises for inflections and for all the modulations
by which the voice becomes the powerful agent of
expression, mastery in the sounding of the vowels
is necessary. These suggestions apply especiall
to the long vowels. They should be sounded with
the various forces, chanted, prolonged, sent forth
expulsively, explosively, with tremor and with
upward and downward slides.

It is flot practicable or necessary in these brief
articles to give lengthy tables of the letters. The
fundamental vowel sounds are A, as in ah, E as in

a y to the u, it will correct or prevent the abuse, as
revolyution.

Y, as a vowel, bas the same sound as I. In the
word my it bas only two sounds: when my is
emphasisedy bas the long sound of i, as in thy;
when not emphasised it has the short sound of i,
as in mit, omitting the t. The common error is to
pronounce it mu, as ma book. The reading
lessons afford too little practice to each pupil for
phonic drill. But the conversational practices and
the questions of teachers and pupils afford abund-
ant exercises to make the correct sounding of words
and the letters forming them a habit. Hence, the
teacher will find the best results attend rigorous
correctness in speaking as well as reading English,
in accordance with the rules of just articulation.

Matkematics.

All communications intended for this department
should be sent before the 2oth of each month to C.
Clarkson, B.A., Seaforth, Ont.

CORRECTION. -In the solution of the Bookkeep-
ing problem, January number, in Account sales,
$3,65o.oo - 11925 = 3,530.75 and not $3,43a.75,.
hence A's net proceeds are $1,765 37y4, and B's
gain $427.87%4. With these amounts anyone can
make the necessary corrections for B in (d), and A
in (e).

[The Second Class Algebra paper (Junior Matri-
hi h l b1 whi;ch

DISTINCT PRONUNCIATION. he, and 0 (or oo) as in cool. Ail the other vowels cilli, tU w c so u

Articulation, or the finished and correct are produced from these three roots.* A, the was intended by the Editor of this Department to

sound of letters in words, so as to present Italian a requires the fullest opening of the mouth, come in here, will be found in the last nuber of
each word as a perfect whole, in every wide enough to admit the thumb between the THE JOURNAL.- ED.]

group of words embracing a phrase or a sen- teeth with ease, tongue fdat and still, larynx
tence, stands forenost in its claims in elocutionary slightly elevated, the lower jaw depressed, the SOLUTIONS.
training. It is emphatically the neglected branch sound striking against the upper incisors. E is I.-BOOK WORK.
of the art. The voices of children are rich in all termed a lingual vowel ; the openng of the mouth
the modulations and infdections necessary to is very narrow, and the corners of the lips widely II.--(I) x y z
expression. They fail, as they advance in age, for separated as in smiling ; the tongue is arched A. 13 - 8 + 21 + 19

want of sustained training. But they learn to towards the palate, and its sides pressed against B. 19 + 6 + 14 + 7
speak with correct pronunciation and perfect arti- the palate and back teeth. O (as oo), larynx C. 1 +.24 + 35 + 13
culation, only by imitation of correct examples. depressed, and lips pushed forward, forming an 3A+C= 40 + O + 98 + 70

Pestalozzi gave young children difficult words to opening nearly circular, as in whistling. In the D - 20 + O + 49 + 35
pronounce, without regard to the meaning, to prac- word moon the sound is long, but in bull or book 4BC 75 + o + 21 + 15
tice their articulating organs, and the writer of It • •ht E 5+254+ 0+ 7 + 5
these articles bas recited to pupils, for imitation, Gymnastis.-Pronounce in succession, with full 5D+4E= 217 + 155
with most satisfactory results, passages of litera- attention to action and form of the mouth, inhaling F. 7 + 5
ture of a high order, from the Bible, from Shakes- before each change and prolonging with pure tone Z -

peare or Milton, etc., with ail necessary expression the last sound : Aeo, Oea, Aoe; repeat six times, .. x= 0, y =h
and the strictest regard to articulation. It is not and many six times. (2) ab b2  Sb
supposed nor intended that young pupils should Vowels imiperfectly or imrroperiy sounded: - + - -
understand the thought of such passages; but A; this letter is sounded wrongly in father, as if 2x 29 2

they are impressed by the force, the solemnity, or, spelledfawther; the a should be sounded as in ab a2  b2  a. Subtracting, etc.
as the case may be, by the humor of the recitation, armt ; läunch,dundry,gäunt, häunt, stäunch-these, 2x 3y ab
and have voice and ear trained unconsciously in and words of a similar class, should be pronounced .,
habits of appropriate and just expression. Due to rhyne with äunt; vaunt is an exception, being ! 3bLi+ 2ae 3b- + 2a-
care should also be observed with such exercises, pronounced either vaunt or vänt. y 6 - 2b
that they are not overdone nor done too often, as A short is generally pronounced like ü or omit-
there is the danger of cultivating a formai and ted; as formül for formal; morte, fatle, for .. y=yb; x= a.
stilted habit, which would inevitably " o'erstep the mortal, fatal. 111--(f) Let y = vx, .«. xy=vx 2, y2 =v 2x2 . Sub-
modesty of nature," and pass into mere manner- E long ; ë is frequently cut short when its pro- stitute and divide, and we get
isms. longed sound is necessary to powerful expression: 2-- +1I v'

In the phonic exercises that follow, the attention Bird o ' 3v - o 8
and practice of the pupils will be required : "' Be that word our sign of parting, b or frend, 3 - or 28ve -4v+3=O

(j) To the action exercised by the speech I shriek'd, upstarting."
organs : the lips, the tongue and the parts of the E short, when in a final or unaccented syllable, whence v=h (2 ± -19. The values of x

mouth, the teeth, the gums and the palate, with is generally pronounced as ú ; as studunt, incle- and y nay now be obtained by a troublesome sub-
which the tongue comes in contact, the uvula and munt, elumunt, consciunce; in each case the stitution.
the nasal passages. sound should be that of en, not un. (2) Multiply thro' by x and we get an equation

(2) To the varying sounds of the vowels, not less Ilong is a diphthong composed of â+ë ; some in the form y2 +y -6=o
than nineteen in number. it should never be like oi in coin. • x=6 2 or / (9 ±. FÎ

(3) The full and finished sounds of consonants, I short is, like short 6, one of the most abused • -

especially when they are the final letters of words, letters of the language, being generally pronounced .IV.-(i) If a=o, given expression =o, hence abc
and of letters in unaccented syllables. like ù; as abiluty, charuty, reciprocuty, beauteful, is a factor, and (a+b+c) must be the other literal

The youngest children can and should learn the divinuty, correctly, ability, etc. factor.
modes of organic action used in speaking. They 0 long, pronounced like u in unaccented syl- Put a=b=c=i in the given expression and we
should be able to describe them. The physiology of lables, as aguny; correct sound agony, long o but get numerical factor= 12 ; 12 abc (a+ b+c).
the subject is very simple, and, if achart representing unaccented.
the structure of the visible organs were exhibited short, abused in Gawd for Gd, which, with (2) Multiplying out and cancelling three terms
to the class, it would be understood, and aid the expulsive force or with reverential tremor, has the in eacb Part we get xyz - I + 2x2 y2 z2 + (xyz + 1)
instructions of the teacher. One rule should be best expression. Or, (xyz+ 1)+2 (x

2y 2 z 2 - 1)+(xyz+1)

rigorously observed in every phonic exercise : the U long is a diphthong composed of e + ôo. It is (X+ y -+ Z2) .e. (xyz + 1) (x2 + y 2 + z2 + 2xyz- I).
organs of speech are brought into forcible contact generally pronounced like oo; as, resoome, alloo- V.-Bookwork. By the theorem.
when letters are sounded singly or in words ; but sion, revolootion. If the reader or speaker prefixes V- x -y y' 4 - z z
the finish of the sound is net accomplished until Dr. Ernest Brücke, of Vienna, quoted in the " Gymnastics of a ¯ - - -c etc.
the organs brought into contact are promptly and the Voice," by Oscar Guttman. This, and the II rinciples of b b b c c

Speech," by Alex. Melville Bell. are the two fultest and most . x y z
*An error occurs in this exercise. Correct thus: "Inhale practical treatises in the language on these subjects. For .. -, -, product required.

throngh the nose with the mouith closed." " Articulation," Bell's stands foremnost. a b c
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VI.--() 3 12+21-20-86+ o+85
O 0+ 0 O o

+5 +20+35+ 0-85

4+ 7+ 0-17
Answer-4x3 +7x 2y- 17y 3 .

I 1+++0tf++
+1 ++to-1- +0

-1-1+0+1 +i+0

i 1+1+0-1-1+0 1+1

i+x-xa -x6+rem x6

The next six teris evidently have the same co-
efficients ,'epeated.

VII.-(i) lfx,/ -1,x 2=-i, x4=I. Alsox"
-x2x = %F 1,

Now (x - i)4 =X4 4xI +6x2 -4x+I
= + 4j 1 -6-4 -- 1+1

-4

(2) Rationalize and we get (a+ a' -x2)ýx

Now /a2 - x 2 =a(i c 2)÷(i+c 2 ). Addinga
to this we get 2a÷(i +c 2 ), and dividing this by the
value of x we have i ÷c.

VIII.-Subtracting Iox -12y+12=o
or 5x=~6(y --1)=6 "-
.5x 2+6x-6m=oetc., etc.

IX. Bookwork. lfx= 4 , then 4x-3=0
Hence 4 24-46+29-6

+3 +18 -21+6

j 6x 2 -7x+ 2=0

or (3x=2) (2x - 1) =0 .*. x=% or »
X. By the theorem in V.

(b - c) x+auls x
(b -c)(a-b --c)+auls a-b-c

(b-)x+auls=- -- X {(b-c)(a-b - c)+auls)

Now the quantity (b - c)(a - b - c) +auls =o when
multiplied out.

The dexter member=o=sinister member.

(2) Similarly - x- -=aul =aul
2 (a - b)

(x - y) c+(y - z) a+(z -x) b=o
Since 2c (a - b,+ auls vanishes as in the preced-

ing.
hXI.-Use detached co-efficients and eliminate x

thus :
x y z

A o c b -a=o
B c o a -b=o
C b a o- c=o

Cc - Bb=D ac- ab+(b2 c2)=o
D - Aa 2ab -(a2 +b2  c2)- o

z=(a 2 +b 2 - c2 )÷2ab, x and y by symmetry
PART 2.

a 2 =abz+acy , b 2 =etc., c 2 =etc.
a2-b2=(ay-bx)c=(ay -bx)(ay+bx)

=a2y2 - b2x2, and b2 - c 2, c2 - a 2 =anals.
.,.a 2 - a2y2 =b2 - b2x2, or a 2(i - y2)=b2 (1 - x2)
.*.(i - x2)--a2=(I - y2)÷b2 and auls=piuls.

XII.--i,ooo (i +r)2 =6oo (i +r)+6o0

or 5 (1+r)2 - 3 (I+r)+3=o

i+r =' (3 ± J6)
- i (3 ± 8-3o66). The negative root

does not apply, so that we get

1+r=1'13066 ; r= 13o6 6 ; R -13-o66.

XIII.- Let x= side of inner square, and y= width
of walk.

.*. x+2y ; 2x+2y, 2x+4y are the lengths of the
sides of successive squares, .. (x+ 2y) 2 - x 2 = 89,
and (2x + 4y)>-(2x + 2y) 2 =1,903, whence 2y=îî
and x=35, .x 2 =1,225 square feet of ground.

GEOME.TRY.
WE here give some examples of modern methods

in elementary geometry.

Euclid's proposi-
tion, 35, Book III.

AB and CD are
two chords inter-
secting in P.

C To prove that A
P. P B= C P. P D.
Join A D and C B.

Then -A= LC.
and C D= LB.for
theyareinthesame

. segments. Also
the opposite t. 's
at P are equal.

Hence the d's I. and iI. are equiangular, and hence
the sides about the equal angles are proportional;
thus we have A P: P D=C P: P B, and therefore A
P. PB=C P. PD. Q.E.D.

When P passes without the circle we have still,
by the principle of continuity, A P. P B= C P. P D ;
for if A D and C B are joined, as before, the saine
relations hold.

When the secant P C D becomes the tangent by
increasing the angle at P, the points C and D coin-
cide at T (double point), and C P. P D becomes P
T2, and thus, for the tangent, we have P T 2=PA.
A B.

Conversely, if T is on the circle and P T2=
PA.AB, PTisatangentatT. ForifP.Tisnot.a
tangent it must cut the circle at some second point x.
Then PT. Px=PA. AB=PT2, which cannot be true,
unless Px= P T, i.e. unless T and x coincide, .*. P T
is tangent at T.

If one of the secants become a centre-line, as
PE OF, let P E=h, P T=t, and the radius=r.
Then P T 2 =P E. P F becomes t2 =h (2r+h).

EXERCISES.
i. THE span of an arch is I2ofeet, and it rises 15

feet in the middle. What is the radius on which the
arch is constructed?

2. A conical glass is b inches deep and a inches
across the mouth. A sphere of radius r is dropped
into it. How far is the centre of the sphere from
the bottom of the glass ?

3. The earth's diameter being assumed at 7,960
miles, how far over its surface can a person see
from the top of a miountain three miles high ?

4. How much does the surface of still water fall
away from the level in one mile?

5. Two circles, of radii ten and six have their
centres twelve feet apart. Find the length of their
common chord, and of their common tangent.

6. Two parallel chords are x and y, and their
distance apart is d. Find the radius of the circle

7. If h is the height of an arc, k the half of the
chord, and r the radius of the circle, shew that k2 

=
2hr. Refer to Dupui's Syntheic Geometry and Rey-
no/d's Modern Methods in Elementary Geometry.

ALGEBRA.
1. Find the three Cube Roots of Unity.-Let x3 =,

or x 3 -i=o. Now x 3 - i (x - ) (x 2 +x+ 1 , thus
(x -) (xw+x+i)=o. This will be true on either
of the suppositions x - 1=0, or x2 +x+=o. The
first gives x = i =x1 say. The second gives two
values for x when the quadratic is solved.

x 2 , say, = ,(- i + %/ 3), and x3 , say, = z
+ 3 3). Hence x,, x2 , x, are the cube roots

required.
We can easily show by actual expansion.

2 aX= x3 = i ; and Il. x = x.1 and x2

-x.. Wecanalso from this deduce x! =x2, x = x;
x x. x = x = x, etc., etc.

2. Factor a'+ b- + cI - 3abc into three linear fac-
tors. We know that a+b+c is one factor for all
values of a, b, c. Let us substitute then bx2 for b
and cx, for c throughout, and we therefore know

that a+ bx2 +cx 3 is a factor of a3 +b 3 xa + c3x3 -

3abx2cxa. But from 1. above x3= i=x3 ; and x3x.
X2 X2 = xa=i ; so that the quantity a3 +b3 x+

etc., becomes a 3 +b +c -3abc, and, therefore, of
this latter quantity a + bx 2 + cx 3 , or if we like a+
bîx+cx2 is one factor. Again let us substitute bx3for b, and cx, for c, and by a process exactly similar
we get a+bx2+cx, also a factor of a3 +b 3 +cI-
3abc ; so that on the whole we have a3 +b3 +c3

3abc=(a+b+c) (a+bx+cx2 ) (a+bx2 +cx),where x
stands for either of the expressions >(- 1 ± / -3).

From this theorem many remarkable algebraical
reductions can easily be effected. Example: If U
=ax+by+cz; V=ay+bz+cx ; W=az+bx+cy,
shew that UI + Va +W 3 - 3uvw=(a 3 +b 3 +ca-
3abc) (x3 +y 3 +z3 - 3xyz). Let s stand for the com-
þlex expressions above, then the factors of u3 +v3 +
wI - 3uvw, are (i) u + v + w, which we see by inspec-
tion=(a+b+c) (x+y+z). (2) u+sv+s 2w. Sub-
stitute the values of u, v, w in this, and we have
(ax+by+cz)+s (ay + bz + cx) + s2 (az + bx + cy).
Collect x, y, z and we get from this

x (a+cs+bs2 )+ y (c+bs+as2) + z (b+as+cs2)
which may be written x(a+cs+bs 2)+ ys2 (cs+bs2

+a)+zs(bs 2 +a+cs), if we remember that (s 3 =i
and 1 =s3 . The quantities in the brackets are now
identical, so the second factor is really (x+ys 2 +zs)
+(a+bs 2 +cs).

(3) u+s2v+sw. The reader may, in the saine
way, shew that this is =(x+ys+zs2) (a+bs+cs2).
So now the product of the three factors is

(x+y + z) (x+ys 2 +zs) (x+ys+ zs2)X
(a+b+c)(a+bs 2 +cs)(a+bs+cs 2), and from the

preceding theorem it is self-evident that this pro-
duct=(x3 +y8+z 3 - 3xyz) (a' +b 3 +c 3 - 3abc). We
have written this example out in full to show the
power of this famous Cambridge " rub " which was
for many years the exclusive property of those who
received the esoteric doctrine of the. college

.coaches." In some future issue we propose to
ive a number of easier applications of the theorem

ftr exercise and a few more illustrations. Mean-
tinle au retoîr.

Sckool-Room Methods.

ANSWER TO " QUEROR."

"ARE the classes in an ungraded school from
the first up, after every opening (morning recess,
etc.) supposed to follow the order of a pro-
gramme ? "

Reply.-I think the teacher should exhibit a
time-table in the school-room, arranged as nearly as
possible in conformity with the " Departmental
Regulations." The teacher requires to be orderly
and methodical in his arrangements, and work
according to some plan or rule. Having a time-
table, the children can see for themselves what is
required of them, and they will thus be led to make
preparations.

It also tends to prevent disorder, doubt and con-
fusion. Still further, it enables visitors and
parents to see for themselves what is being done.
Should the programme be adhered to? Yes.
Frequent changes lead (as I have said above) to
doubt and uncertainty. If a teacher is faulty in his
time-table, the presumption is, that there is an
error in his school management. When one class
is before the teacher, the other should be occupied
in busy work, preparing reading lesson, transcrip-
tion, writing numbers or tables, drawing grammar
exercises, littie ones with cubes or blocks, if you
have them, mapping, writing words, etc.

When children return from recess, they should
know exactly what they have to settle down to.
Where a teacher is single-handed, the teaching
power must be conserved as much as possible.
The children should approach the blackboard in
an orderly inanner, and the teacher should so
stand that he nay be able to cast an occasional
glance around the room. The 4th or 5th classes
should have their work given them according to
programme, and they should be expected to do it for
themselves and be ready at the call of the teacher.
Busy work and self-government are important fac-
tôrs in the manag-enent ofa school.

Kinnount. E> W. PAGE.
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Literary Notes.

The North American Review for January,
which begins the one hundred and fiftieth vol-
ume of that strong periodical, is one of the
most important numbers ever issued. The*first
fifty-four pages are occupied by a discussion on
Free Trade or Protection, in which the two
sides of the question are ably and brilliantly
presented by the Right Hon. William E. Glad-
stone and the Hon. James G. Blaine. Mr.
Blaine's contribution is an answer to Mr. Glad-
stone's, and is published by special permission
of the latter at the same time with his own.

WITH the first number in January Litelfs
Living Age began its one hundred and eighty-
fourth volume. It continues to present in con-
venient form and with satisfactory fullness what
is essential to American readers in an indispen-
sable current literature. For fifty-two numbers
of sixty-four large pages each (or more than
3,300 pages a year) the subscription price ($8)
is low ; while for $10.50 the publishers offer to
send any one of the American $4.oo monthlies
or weeklies with The Living Age for a year, both
postpaid. Littell & Co., Boston, are the pub-
lishers.

THEY that on glorious ancestors enlarge,
Produce their debt, instead of their discharge.

Young.
THOSE friends thou hast, and their adoption tried,
Grapple them to thy soul with hooks of steel.

-- Shakespeare.

LINT NORMAL COLLEGE, Mih
F Eprses le@* than ut any school in Michigan. Unt.

seu=ssed loation. You can enter at any toue and classes
ar uemeo ta suit you. Thirteen courses of study. No vacation.
snd forcirculars and catalogue. G. S. KIMBALL, Pres

SMTH NEEDLE PACKAGE-Best Thing Out.
Agents make Five Dollars per day. sa by mail, twenty-five

cents. Clement & Co., 36 King Street tas, Toronto.

ACENTS WANTED-
Of Good Character and address, who will car.vass closely for
a work of rare excellence, entitled The HRome Beyond, a
splendid book, peculiarly adapted for general canvass, easy to sell.
Liberal commission. For particulars and territory apply,

Britih American Pubitahing Ccmpany,
14 Imperial Bank Building, Toronto.

"PTJBLIC SCHOOL
TEMPERANCE."

The attention of teachers is respectfully called to this
new work, designed for use in the public schools. It is
placed on the programme of studies under the new regu-
lations, and i, authorized by the Minister. It will be
used in three forms. The object of the book is to impart
to our youth information concerning the properties and
effects of alcohol, with a view to impressing them with
the danger and the needlessness of its use.

The authr of the work is the celebrated Dr. Richard-
son, of England ; and this book, though somewhat lcsý
bulky, being printed in smaller type, contains the whole
of the matter of the English edition, slightly rearranged
as to some of the chapters, to suit the requirements of
our public school work. It is, however, but halt the
price of the English edition.

The subject is treated in a strictly scientific maanner,
the celebrated author, than whom there is no better au-
thority on this subject, using the researches of a lifetime
in setting forth the facts uf which the book discourses.
At the same time the style is exceedingly simple ; the
lessons are short and accompanied by appropriate ques
tions, and the language is adapted to the comprehension
of all who may be required to use the book. Price 25
cents, at all bookstores.

The Grip Printing and Publishing Co.
PUBLISHERS, TORONTO.

B!top tlnat
CHRONIC CoUGH Now!
For if you do not It may becomte con-
sumptre. For ConLmption, &rOfula,
Genaeral Debility and WasUng Diseases,
there la nothing like

SCOTTS
EMULSIO:
Of Pure Cod Liver 011 and

HYPOPHOSPHITES
Of Isinne axc cea. (

It is almost as palatable as milk. Far C
better than other so-called Emulsions.
A, wonderftul flesta producer.

SCOTT'S EMULSION
i put up in a Salmon color erapper. Be
sure and (jet the genuine. Sold by ali
Dealers at 50r. and $1.00.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Belleville.

A BOON!
TEACHERS and STUDENTS

Save Money by Buying Books, etc.,
from the Teachers' Bureau.

ADDRESS,

E. N. MOYER & CO.
Generai School Furnishers,

120 YONGE ST., TORONTO.

THE PATENT BUTTONLESSI

oM

-
Zg

0

.QUALITY oFWORKO

PRICE$15.00
IT IAS EIGHTY CHARACTERS.

$ample of Work6n Application.

GEORGE BDMGOUGH, 45 King St. E., Toronto.

Glubbing ()ffers
Last year a large number of our subscribers clubbed

"THE COTTAGE /IEARTH"
and other publications with THE EDUCATIONAL JOUR-
NAL. We are prepared to continue the arrangement for
1890, and repeat last year's announcement :

We wili give THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
and THE COTTAGE HEARTH for $2.00 a year.

New subscribers' may send $2.00 and get the two papers to the
end of 189o. At preseut subscribers tp the JOURNAL MaL tic-
pate in this advantage at the saine rate. Observe the f lowing
rule :-Encose 6o cents on account of The Cot eart, an
add 12 cents a month for every month between th date to which
subscription is now paid (see address label) and 31st December,

89i. Far exampie, a subscriber paid to est July, 1889, would send
.76, and have JOURNAL credited ni months, and Cottage Hearth

12 months. both ta end of 1890 ; a subscriber paid to nst January,
1890, would send $2.oo; one paid to est July, 8go, would send
$1.32, for 6 months of JOUNAL and 12 months of Cottage Heartl.
and so on. Subscribers to EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL in Association
Clubs ,ay subtract 2, cents in sending a fill year's subscription.

W Those who desire to see The Cottage Hearth before accept-
ing this offer, may secure a sanple copy free by sending a pot card
ta THE COTTAGE HEARTH CO.., rBromfieldi Street, Boston,
Mass., U.S.

We offer the following clubbing rates for 1890:
The first columni is the full price for the two, and the second col-

tua our clubbing price for the two.

Educationai journal & Cottage Hearth, $3.oo $2.oo
" " The Century, 5.50 5.00
" " St. Nicholas, 4.50 4-00

" Harper,' Magazine, 5.50 4.50
" " " Bazar, 5.50 4.50
" The Weekly Globe, 2.50 2.25
" The Weekly Mail, 2.50 2.25

Old or new subsc ibers ta EDUCATIONAL JoURNAL in Teachers'
Association Clubs, may subtract 25 cents from second column items
in sending for full Year Of JOURNAL.

Made of fou- pieces. From its peculiar construction the strain
is made to bear equally on every part, thus insuring more equal
wear and removing points of wealness exhibited ina Ie oilder farmsof buttonless balls. This ball has No Intersooting seam, In Consequence of a Notificationas found in the " Perfec ion Buttontess " previously supplied.

Th Parent Battoa 'a is now ued by ail the leading clubs That another establishment had secured the exclusivein Great Britain, Canada and Unitedi States, and snnquesuionsibly
has no equal in point of Shape, Strength and Du bility. handling of the special sets of the works ofPositivety imported by no one else; the trade supplied.

Free to any address as follows :-
No. 3 $1 75. No. 4$2.25. No. »A'sociatian Sie), $3.25. Char/es Dickens and Sir Wa/ter Scott,Bals filled with the " Fas ýus Rssbber," best in tht inaket.

AdtEess, D. FORSYTH, the offdr of those works as premiums with THEz EDU-
Secretary Western Football Association, Berlin, Can. CATIONAL JOURNAL is hereby WITIIDRAWN.

THRUSANDS OF 80TTLES
CIVEN AWAY YEARLY.

1 When I ay Cure I do not meanhave thei return aEin. 1 MEAN A RADCA Lerely to stop them for a time, and then
Epile tsyor Fain. SickEn A Alite-long stud RE I have made the disease of Fite,Epiop. Fal lg Bakae,.a lte-ongStuy.1 warrant my remedy ta Cure theworst cases. Because otherd, have faik d la no reasyn for ont m receyg a cure. Seadat
once for a treatise and a Fee Bottle of my Insforib Rneoto Give Expres and
Post-Office. It costa you nothing for a trial, and it will cure RerAa s :-H. E R n
M.C., Branch Ofice, 1S WEST ADELAIDE STREE ORONTO.: Ts
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ENTRANCE EXAMINA TION8
TO

High Schools and Collegiate

Institutes.

The Entrance Examinations to High Schools
and Collegiate Institutes for 1890 will be held
on July 3 rd, 4 th and 5th, and on December
22nd, 23 rd and 24th.

Exarnination Papers will be set in Literature
on passages from the following lessons in the
authorized Fourth Reader:

JULY, 1890.

i. The Vision of Mirza-
First Reading...

2. " " " Second Reading.
3. To Mary in Heaven............
4. Flow Gently, Sweet Afton .......
5. The Bell of Atri...............
6. Ring Out, Wild Bells...........
7. Lead, Kindly Light ............
8. The Heroes of the Long Sault. ..
9. Lochinvar ....................

1o. A Christmas Carol...........
11. The Heritage .... ..........
12. Song of the River .............
13. The Ocean ...................
14. The Song of the Shirt ..........
15. The Demon of the Deep ........
16. Edinburgh after Flodden ........
17. Canada and the United States. ..
18. The Forsaken Merman .........

PAGES.

63- 66
68- 71
97- 98

98
111-114
121-122

145

155-161
169-170
207-211

212-213
221

247-249

262-265
266-271
277-281
289-201
298-302

At each examination candidates should be
able to quote any part of the selections especi-
ally prescribed for memorization, as well as
passages of special beauty from the prescribed
literature selections for July, 1890. They will
be expected to have memorized all of the fol-
lowing selections:

PAGES.

i. The Short Extracts. List given on
2. Ill Find a Way or Make It ......
3. The Bells of Shandon ........
4. To Mary in Heaven..........
5. Ring Out, Wild Bells.........
6. Lady Clare ................
7. Lead, Kindly Light ..........
8. Before Sedaa..............
9. The Three Fishers.............

io. Riding Together ......... . ...
i. Edinburgh after Flodden ........

12. The Forsaken Merman.........

8
22

51- 52

97- 98
121-122
128-130

145
199
220

231-232

277-281

297-302

TIME-TABLE OF THE EXAMI-

NATION FOR 1890.

FIRsT DAY.

9.00 A.M. to

11.15 A.M. to

2.00 P.M. tO

9.00 A.M. to

11.05 A.M. to

1.15 P.M. to

3.25 P.M. to

11.00 A.M...........Grammar.

12.30 P.M...........Geography.
3.3o P.M........... History.

SECOND DAY,

11.oo A.M.......... Arithmetic.
I1.15 P.M .......... Drawing.
3.15 P.M.......... .Composition.
4.00 P.M .......... Dictation.

THIRD DAY.

9.00 A.M. to 11.oo A.M..... ...... .Literature.
11.10 A.M. tO 11.40 A.M ............ Writing.

1.30 P.M. to 3.00 P.M. Temperance and Hy-
giene or Agriculture.

Reading to be taken on the above days at
such hours as may suit the convenience of the
examiners.

VANNEVAR & 00., Educational Booksellers, Toronto,
Keep always on hand the books for use in Schools, Colleges and Training Institutes. Books sent daily
by mail or express to teachers and students in all parts of Chnada. For satisfaction in every particular send your
orders direct te

VA' DEVAR & CO., sooksoelers and Stationers, 44U yonge St. (opposite Carlton St.), Toronto, Ont.

THE ONLY APPLIANCESe
ABSORB

A New Lease of Lifes

E.A.V1i5G.

ENT QUALITIES.
LA dILS.

À Cure Without Medicine.
All Diseases are Cured by our Medicated Electric Belt and Appliances. On the prin ithat Electricity il Lîfe, our appliances are brought directly into contact with the

disessed part. They act as perfect abborbents, by destroyini the germe
of diseue and removing aIl impurities from the body. Diseases

are successfully treated by oorrespondence, au our
goods oan be applied at home.

ANOTHER NEW LIST OF HOME REFERENC(ES:
GEO. NICHOLSON, Zepbyr, Ont., rheumatism 18 years. after two days resumedwork In the harvest field. HENRY WHITE. Markham, Ont., rheumatisn, shouldersand knees, cured after doctoring ten years. WI. DRINKWATER, V.S., Dutton,Ont., a martyr to rheumatism, cured in three weeks. MRS. McKAY, Ailsa Craig,Ont., sciatica 15 years, no pain fron the first day. JAS. MANSFIELD, Saskatchwan,N.W.T., piles and complete prostration completely cured. JAS. STORY, Fitzroy, Ont.,after wearng Butterfly Belt one n' ht, attended a fair; a walking advertisement for us-70 years old. W. J. GOULD, nÉthuret St., City, after laying off 3 weeks went towork. wore Butterfly Belt 4 days-sciatica. GEO. H. BAIKY, Yarmouth, Ont., acripple fron rheumatim, liver and kidney, completely cured in one month. MRS.

WALTER LUNN, Port Talbot, Ont., not able to work for two years, cured in one
month, lame back and liver complaint. JOSIAH FENNELL, 287 Queen St. East,for 6 weeks could not write a letter, went to work on the sixth day-neuralgia. 8.FLOYD, 119J Portland St., cured against his will, liver and kidney trouble. FLOR.ENCE O'NEILL, Pakenham, neuralgia, cured in four days, doctors could do nothingmore for her. MISS FLORIE McDONALD, 21 Wilton Ave., reporta a lump drawnfron ber wrist. RICHARD FLOOD, 40 Stewart St., tried everything for catarrh,Actina cured him. L. D. GOOD, Berlin, Ont., cheerfully recommends Actina forcatarrh. J. R. JOHNSON, Solgirth, Man., tried a hundred remedies, nothing effec-tive, Butterfly Belt cured biliousness and dyspepuia. SENATOR A. E. BOTSFORD,
Sackville, N.B., says Actina l gond for defective eye-slght. THOMAS GUTHRIE,
Argvle, Man., reeSived more gond fron aur Butterfly Boit and Suspensory than fron the
imedcine he paid for in twelve years.

" Your Boit and Suspensory have cured me af impatency," writes G. A.
"I would not be without your Beit and Suspensory f r $50 "writes J. McG.S %ys S. M. C., " For general debility your Belt and Sus-
pensory are cheap at any price. " . S., Fleetwood,
a wreck mentally and physical'y, cause nightly emission,
perfectly cured. Many more such testimonials ou file.

Catarrh Impossible under the Influnence
of Actina.

Actina will cure ail diseases of the eye.
Send for Illustrated Book and Journal giving full list,

Free. No Fancy Prices.
Conibined Beit and Suspensory. 'only $5.00..-Certain cure.

NO VIMUeAE OR ACIDb USED.

W. T. AEKR & 00.,
MENTION TRIS PAPER. 171 Queen Street West, Toronto

TO THE EDITOBR
Plse infSmyoar rendors that I have a positive remedy for the aboe nameddlsae. 87 atu thaely, use thoosaid cf hopekeu c-e -av been permntiy cured. 1 shail

be glid to send two botties he my nmudy @MR te any ef yàuzf readers who have con.
. on if tho wil send me their Express and Pet Ofce Address. RespectfNTRy,

71LOCUML N-.8. au1 Wst Adelale et., TORONTO, ONTARIO.

Sinclair's Scrt Busy Work
PRIMARY READING MADE EASY,

A Wonderful Success-over 9,oo copies sold last year. Send
your orders at once.

Bo for child for 6f months, - $0.10
10 chilren for ,sOMts, 0.57

" 50 " " " 3.00

Sent by mail to any address upon receipt of price.

FOWBLL L7T&'OG ,jAPffC CO'f,
Publishers, ramuton.

STUDY. LATIN and GREEK at si t. Use
the "uO Intelna Classis." Same and

St Boo free. C. DhSIhLvER & SONS, Lo.LI.
11o2 nut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

R. ERNEST HALL, .*
Nose, ThPoat, Eye and EaP.

29 Avenue Street (College Avenue), Toronto, Ont.

Woman's Medical College
TORONTO, ONT.

In AfFiliation with the University of
Trinity College.

For full information regarding
graduation, prizes, fees, etc.,
and for copies of the Annual
Announcement, apply to D. J.
GÎBB WISHART, M.D., Secy.,
36 Carlton St., Toronto.
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BUSINESSCENTRAL COLLECE,
STRATFORD, ONT.

AU The Very Best Business Training
School in Canada.

Pronounced by Students, Graduates, School Teachers,
and Business Men to be " the Model " of Commercial
Schools.

Write for our catalogue and journal, containing full
particulars.

W. H. SHAw, Principal.

Special Offers.
We will send The Educational Journal three months

and Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for
$1.00.

We will send The Educational Journal four months
and Williams' Composition and Practical English,
postpaid, for $i.oo.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for $2.oo.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Williams' Composition and Practical English, post-
paid, for $2.oo.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Worcester's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $to.oo.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
the Concise Imperial Dictionary (best binding), for
$5.50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Webster's Dictona (Full Sheep), for $î r.50.We will send Thfe E cational Journal one year andLippincott s Gazetteer (Full Sheep), for $11.50.

ADDRESS-

The Eduoational Journal,

" PERFECTION "

The above cul shrws the design of the Perfection ButtonlessFoutball as it is registered in Great Britain, and represents to thefullest degree perfection in shape, perfection i wor manship, pe -fection in the material used ia its manufacture, and perfectionla finish.
Mr. John McDowall, Secretary ta the Scottish Football Associa-

tion, says : - Have used the Perfection Football in the final cup tie,
Dumbarton vs. Hibernians, and international match, Scotland vs.
Ireland, and find it embodies all that its name denotes, simply

Perfection."
PRICES FOR FOOTBALLS COMPLETE.

Sizes-No. I, No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No,
20 lu. 22 ia. 24 In. 26 in. Asso'n.

Perfection, buttonless, prices..$s 50 $z 60 $' 75 2 25 3 00
Button End .............. 140 550 x6 25 3 5
Perfection Chrome, Speci Buttonless Waterprocf, only one

size made ...................................
Queen's Park, the well-known favon"te .......... ....... 3 o
Nubbers, separate, Mackin-

tsh's best ........... $oc $o7o $o8o $oo $îo,
Covers, separate, buttonless... o 95 $ o s te î o 2 15

butn end o8 5  95 s oc r 40 r 85s
Queen's Park 2 r5 Chrome Buttonless 2 35

Inflators, Brass Piston, The Little.Wonder, 6octs. ; large sire, $i 50
Rubber Cement soc. box.

Football, and iso* te ilay it." s5 cts.
The above covers are all the celebrated McKechnie make, made

of band wrought Icather of the very best (specially prepared)qaality,
and filled witn MeIntosha- TESTED rubbesot best quality, STAMPED.
Beware of those who pretend to control the trade in buttonlesas balls.

We would especially direct attention to the new Inflator, " The
Little Wonder,' No club should be without one at this price.

Auy article in above list mailed FRiE to any address in Dominion
of Canada or United btates ON REcEIPT or PRsic. With each com-
plete Ba 1 we send free a copy of " Fo)tbal, and how to Play it
, uccessfully," by a Kicker. Seud money by P.O. order or registered
letter. We guarantee the best value for the money ta be had in
Canada. Address

LUJMSDEN & WILSON,
Importers Fcotball Goods, etc., SEAFORTH, ONT.

ELECTRICITY AHEAD 1
There is nothing so desirable in the

market as TEE appliances,
something NEW, which are

operated by an EMECTRZO current and
complete an AT.A M OLG0E0 for ringing

Bells or Gongs in any number
of rooms. It 18 very simply

arranged and is WEAT every school
should have. WE WANT appliances of

an advanced character and
scientific POR OUR CO I.ZaEGES, of such

a nature A.ND construction
that LOCIEOOL GENER ALalT may

find them an advantage in every respect. Will the
Principals IPLEASE give this
matter their careful consideration

and UEND for
our New Regulator A clock, fitted ready for

use, or let US put our
appliances on the clock now in

•the school. ONE thing may,
however, be AT least worthy

of consideration, i.e., a first-class
clock ONCE put in

order by us, is not likely to need any further special at-
tention for a lifetime. Any number of Bells, Gongs, or
Buzzers may be rung in as many different rooms, changed
as often as may be desired for the convenience of the
classes, by any person. We will furnish a first-class
Regulator A, fitted with the Electric appliances, for
Fifteen Dollars, or lower grade clocks at less cost, any
of which are good time-keepers. Or we will fit a clock
which may be in use, for Five Dollars. All communica-
tions addressed to the

AMERICAN CLOCK AND JEWELRY CO.
171 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

P. S.-We can refer you to first-class electricians if
you want anything in! this line.

THE HIGH SCHOOL

DRAWINC COURSE.
AuthoPized by the Minister of Education

The Course is now complete:

Nfo. i-FREEHAND,
No. a-PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

No- 3--LINEAR PERSPECTIVE,
ho. 4-OBJECT DRAWING,

No. 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.
These: books are al uniform in site and style, and constitute a

coamplee usnifon soies. The sie plan is followed through them
al-ths Tet, the Problems, and opposite the Problems, in each
case, the Exercises based upon them. The illustration is upon tiesame page with its own matter, and with the exercise, in every case,is a space fer thd studen/es wark. Each copy, therefore, is a coin-
plete Text-book on its subject, and a Drawmg Bock as well, the
paper on which the books are printed being first-clas drawing paper.The student using these books, therefore, is not obliged to purchase
and take care of a drawing book also. Moreover, Nos. s, 4 and 5are the dnly books on their subjects authorized by the Department.
Therefore, if the student buys the full series, he wull have a unr/arm,
and not a mixed aise, covmnag the whole *b%*cts of the exams.
natiens, and edited by Mr. Arthur -J. Reading, ns -of the best
authorities lu these subjects l ibis country, and recently Master in
the School of Art.

& Each book is in the direct line of the curriculum, and ls
authorized.

The examinations in High School Drawing will be set fromt the
authorized books.

PRICE, ONLY 5C. PER BOOK.

the &rip Prlnt &Bd Publlshlng 00.
1ARKER'S SHORTHAND SCHOOL,

45, 47 and 49 King Street East, Toronto.

Circulars post free
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NEW and CH/EAP LITTLE BOOKS
REQUIRED BY EVERY TEACHER.

We ask attention to the Catalogue of Books and
School Supplies recently issued with the EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL. In it will be found a large list of books for
assistance or recreation especially valuable to the teacher.
We select the following from the list :-

* BO OKS *

For Clubbing with -Educational Journal"
To Subscribers to EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL WC will

give the following special list of books at the low prices
named :-

Little P. sple's Speaker, roo pages, attractively bound,
well filled with motion songs, concert, holiday, temperance and
patriotic pieces, suited to every occasion in which the little folks
are called upon to take part. Paper, s5c.

Little Peoples Dialogues, -ac pages, handsome cover.
This book is specially prepared for children's recitations, by Clara
J. Denton. It is adapted to the most varie4 kinds of enterta:n-
ments and exhibitions. Paper, 25c.

Humorous Dialogues and Drame s, handsome cover,
contains a great variety of specially prepared selections, humorous,
without being coarse. Paper, 25c.

Sunday Sohool and Chureh Entertainments, hand-
soma cover, contains dialogues, tableaux, recitations, concert
pieces, motion songs, and short dramas, illustrating Biblical truths.
Paper, 25c.

Tableaux, Charades and Pantomimes. A first-class
collection for various entertainments. Paper, 25c.

Jokes. A collection of the brightest, funniest and most catch-
ing jokes of the day. 150 pa;es ; attractive cover. Paper, 25c.

Popular Synonyme. Twenty-five thousand words in ordi.
nary use; accurate, elegant. cheap. Flexible cloth cover, i5c.

Word. Correotly Speken. A work valuable to all who
desire accuracy of language. Clotb, z5c.

The following special list wiMl be found
attractive:

Wilford's Original Dialogues snd Speeches for
Young Polka- Being by far the most complete of its kind ever
issued. This work supplies that palpable eed,. which has so long
been evident in books of this class, that cf Dialogues and Sssches
adapted to the natures of childrcn, This work contains 19 original
Dialogues and 53 Speeches, especially adapted for children be-
eween the ages of5.and 12 years. 16 pages. Paper cover, price
25c.

Ritter's Book of Mook Trials.-An entirely novel idea.
The trials ore very amuting fake.offs of actual scenes in court and
daily life, containing sixteen complete trials-adapted to perform-
ance by amateurs or professionals. Paper cover, price 25c.

Rowton' Complete Debater.-Containing nine comple t
s

Debates, Outlines. of Debates, and 1o8 questions for Debate. The
most perfect work of its kind published, and especially adapted to
Literary and Debating Societies. No person should be without
this great literary work. We are sure that those who purchase
copies will declare it well worth ten times the amount spent. Con'
tanng over aoc pages. Boards, price 50 cts.

Bfeales Calisthenies & Light Gymnasties for
Young Folk.-12o Illustrations from Life by Photographic
Process. Containing Brocom and Fan Drills, Marches, Fencing
Club, Wand and Dumb Bell Exercises, Swimming and Music for
marching. This is the most complete work published on the 1bublect. s6 pages. Boards, 75 cts.

Burdet's »uteh Dialeot Reoitations and £Md-
ings.-This collection of amusing and laughable recitations em-
braces all the newest and most successful pieces, original and 'a-
lected, with which the celebrated reader, James S. Burdett, ia'
variably " brings down the house." Containing 94 Original and
selected gems cf Humoros German dialect pieces in prose ard
poetry. s6mo, s6 pages. Price, paper as cts.

Brudder Garduer's Stump Speeches and Comte
Leotures.-Containing the best hits of the leading Negro delm-1
eators of the present day, comprising the most amusing and side-
splitting contribution of oratoricai effusions wh ch have ever been
produced to the public. The newest and best book of Negro comi-
calities published. i6 pages. Bound in illuminated paper covers
Price 25 cts.

Sent post-pOid on receipt of price.
Address :

GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING CO.
26 & 28 Front St. West, Toronto.

u WANT SEND

CIRFOUAddress TABOR S Ot
AddreuT&R XBRgOS., Toronto, Ogt.
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W. J. GAGE & CO.'S WORKS
University Matriculation and

Second-Class Teachers' Examinations.

UN PHILOSOPHE SOUS LES TOITS.
Par EMILE SOUVESTIE, O'uvrage Couronne par L'Academie Franoaise.

With Notes and Vocabulary by John Squair, M.A., Lecturer in French in University College, Toronto.
The present edition of Souvestre's " Un Philosophe Sous les Toits " has been prepared to meet the wants of those who are intending to

present themselves at the University Matriculation Examination or at the examinations for teachers' certificates. Notes on all the difficult passages
occurring in the text are given and the proper names explained. The work is made further valuable by a complete vocabulary of all the words in
the text with their etymology, etc.

PRICE, - - 60 CENTS.

SELECTIONS FROM BYRON AND ADDISON.
The Prisoner of Chillon and Selections from Childe Harold's Pilgrimage.

WIT LIME OF BYRON, CRITICAL INTRODUCTION AND NOTES.

By J. E. WETHERELL, B.A., - Principal of Strathroy Collegiate Institute.

And Selections from Addison's Papers Contributed to the "Spectator."
EdIted, with Introduotion, Notes and Critical Chapter, by F. I. SYKES, M.A., of Parkdale Colegiate Institute.

PRICE, - 50 CENTS.

1890. Literature for Third-Class Teachers' Non-Professional Examinations. 1890.
Notes lapon the Lessons Prescribed by the Education Departmuent from migh School Reader forExamination ln Literature for Third-Class Non-Professiouai Examinations, 1888.

By J. E. WELLS, M.A., formerly Principal of Woodstock College, and Editor of the Popular Editions of Literature Notes for 1887, 1888 and 1889.
PRICE, - 25 CENTS.

IMPORTANT TO PUBLIC AND HION SCIIOOL TEACIIERS.
Standard Book-keeping and Precis Writing is authorized for use in Ontario. Standard Book-keeping and Precis Writing is authorized for usein Manitoba. Standard Book-keeping and Precis Writing is authorized for use in Quebec.

STANDARD BOOK-KEEPING AND PRECIS WRITING.
In order to meet the requirements of the High School Programme, and make this popular work just what is needed for studends preparingfor the official examinations, or for business offices, the authors have added an Appendix to Standard Book-keeping, fully treating

PRECIS WRITING OR BRIEFING, COMMERCIAL TERMS, AND CONDENSING TELEGRAMS.
This addition makes the Standard Book-keeping and Precis Writîng the most complete and practical work published on the subject forschool purposes, and exactly what is necded to mneet the demnands of the new Scbool Programme.

PRICE, - 65 CENTS.

W. J. GAGE & 0., Booksellers and Publishers, Toronto, Ont.
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nceNTs lmNTeD .
To cinvass our new and attractive book, "Stanley
in Africa." This work will have an imm nse sale
everywhere, and no agent should miss this opportunity
of making big money. Send for terms; exclusive
territory given.

RosE PUBLISHINC. Co., Toronto.

" RACTICAL
- PROBLEMS"

FOR FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD CLASSES.

BY JAMES WHITE, PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER,
EDMONTON, • ONT.

This book is now ready for delivery. It contaiis nearly !0
Practical Problems in Arithmetic for the three lowest forms, and
will sup I the teacher with questions at once interesting and
useful. et problems are properly graded for the separate classes,
and answers are given in the appendix.

Board and Linen Covers-Price, post-paid, Only 25 ets.
ADDESS.

Grip Printing and Publishing Company,

28 Front Street West, - Toronto.

The Canadian Office and School Furniture Co., Lhnited,
Successors to W. STAHLSCHMIDT & Co.

Manufacturers of Office, School, Church and Lodge Furniture

THE "«MARVEL" SCHOOL DESK,
PATaNTED JANUARY 14TH, s86.

The School Desks of this Company cannot be excelled for Strength,
Beauty of Design, Adaptability and Comfort to the Scholar.

Send for Circulars.
24 Front St. West, Toronto. Factories at Preston, Ont.

ARRH DYSPE SA YVou wiI
save money
tiue, trou-T - A L hi T FR E E "'pa'i
an CURE

O C 90 NCatarrh or
- - Dyspepsia

byusing
our remedy. Sent to any address free of charge on.receipt aI price.
Address, Remedy Co., 170 King Street West, Toronto.

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS may have ail their book wants
promptly attended to, either in the new or used line, and at

reasonable terms, by addressing

Frank Porter, 353 Yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)

Books to any part of the Dominion, for Inspectors, Teachers
and Students, matled or expressed daily.

Provident Life and Live Stock Association,
CHIEF OFFICE:-

43 Queen Street East, TORONTO, Canada,
li the one that gives the best benefits to its members and pays

the agents well. It is to your interest to send for
Prospectus, Claims Paid, etc.

Splendid opportunity for teachers to make money in unrepresented dis-
tricts. Address,

A.]M TCMES, Managing Director.

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.
The most accurate and best series of wall maps published. Drawn and engraved by the eminent geographer, J. BARTHOLOMEWF.R.G.S., Edinburgh. Mounted on Strong Cloth, with Roliers, clearly Colored and Varnished.

REGULAR N REGULAaNO IZI. PaxCE. NO. SIZE. PlaCE.y. Railway Map of Ontario, 43 by 33 inches $3 o zo. Africa, - - 67 by 52 inches $4 0s. Ontario, - - - 67 hy 52 4 50 ir. Britishislands, - by 52 " 4 53. nebec,- 67 by 52 " 4 50 12. Australia and New Zealand, - 6 by 52 4 50
5. Nova Seotie, ce Edward Island, 67 by 52 4 50 e4. Tht World in Hemispheres, - 67 by 52 4 50

A tr A•serds4 - 67 hy 52 4 50 is. The Worid cn Mercator's Projection, 67 hy 52 4 50Sout À 67x5 45 6. UJnited Statta, - 81 b, b 5 2z6o67 iy7 .4 50 'J he Dominion of Canada, - 8hy4 9 " 6 O67 by 5 2 4 50
To any Teacher or Board of Trutes subscribing for THE EDUC ATIONAL JOURNAL at $r.o, we will send one.or moreof the above lumps, escitat $'.onlesst tan tisaRegîsiar Price. M wo~ertss an ounity that should fot be eglected. Supply your school at once with First-Class Maps at wholesale rates.oering naies or Maps pleae give your nearest exp ess office. Address,

EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONARY !
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885), No. 23 J), readas follows:

"Every Behool ahould have, ait least, a Stadard Dictionary and a Gazeiteer."

We make Teaclbers and Boards of Trustees t7e followiqg offers:-
Concise Inmperial, best binding, - - $5.50
Webste7s Unabridged,fuZ bound, - 11.50
Zippincott's Gazetteey:,falZ bound, - - 11.50

Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL in every case

THE GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING 00.
20 &s 28ONT STREET WES$T, TORONTO,

CYCLOSTYLE DUPLICATING APPARATUS
For Duflicating Writind, Tyoewriting, Drawing or Music.

"Two thousand exact copies from one writing." each copy havingail the appearance of an original. Simple, reliable, economical,
rapid, clean and durable. Endorsed 1by 3,000 firms, corporationsand institutions throughout the Dominion. Invaluable ta teachers
for reports, circulars, examination paptrs, copying music, maps,
drawings and ail eassical wori. Write fcr Iircular and testimonials.

T. Bennett Scott, Esq., Teacher, Wheatly. Ont., writes-" The
Cyclstyle mrahine purchasd gives entire satisfaction.dIB. Beveridge, Pi.Public Schooi, Point Edward, writes-

Cyclostyle received gives every satisfaction-it works like a

CYCLOSTYLE CO., 16 KING ST. EAST. TORONTO.

GENTLEMEN
Living out of town can purchase their Tolet Articles andSundries direct from the city through the mail Cheaper than
in the local market. The list embraces Shaving Mugs and Brushes,
Bath Gloves and Hrushes, Military Hair Brushes, Rubber Goods
Chest Protectors, Sponges and Sponge Bago, Hand Mirrors and ail
toilet requisites. Ail goods guaranteed. Send for catalogue and
note Discounts. Correspondence solicited. STUART W.
JOBNSTON, 287 King Street West, corner John Street, Toronto

SELBY & CO.
32J Church Street, - Toronto,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Kindergarten Goods.
AGENTS IN CANADA FOR THE

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY,
The Celebrated United States Makers of

I<IN DB RGRRTB N MIrTB R ILS

Estimates given for the complete furnishing of Kinder-
gartens. Correspondence invited.

H l LESOS I# i
ENUS OJIPGSI.
Modern. Practical.

Thorough. Methodical.

A New Book, by a Practical Teacher, for usO
in Composition Classes in the Publie

and High Sehools *of Canada.

This book contains roo lessons, each lesson consisting
of four exercises, and each exercise being composed on
the average of eight questions or examples. There are
thus within its covers about 3,200 questions for class
work. The exercises are properly graded for use in the
Public Schools and in the iunior forms of the High
Schools.

OVE HUNDRED LEU04DU IN COMPOSITION
Is having a rapid sale in both Canada and the United
States. In many schools the book bas been adopted as
a text, and the testiony of such schools is that it is

tipassed as a time-saver, rendering unnecessary aly
prparsuon of exercises by the teacher or any dictatiOnof work te the class.

For Variety, Interest, Practicality an4 Eethod the
book is unsurpassed. Its author, W. H. HUSTON, M.A.
Principal of Woodstock College (lately First English
Master Toronto Collegiate Institute), and editor of the
English Column of the EDUCATiONÀL JOURNAL, is
widely known as a teacher of experience.

PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS.

Send your order to the publishers and receive the
book, post-paid, by return mail. Address,

gi'i Printing and Publishing 00., Pu6ibheSé
8 FRONT STREET WIT. TfOoNTO.
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